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of Ohio, and recent events sustain that opin- , of this vile press, bloated and swollen with Monday m Aj.nl, il Congress should sit he-, been attempted. Instead of redncin*
ion. And yet this man, whom the people of Government patronage, stigmatizes them as vend that tnne. Fins was the precept ; now have increased, the mincer of officer?’- awl
Ohio delighted, and, if the signs of the times “ reprieved debtors.”
Mr. Speaker, should foi the practice. 1 he sessions ol Congress, tlieJorms ofb^rdess, under the new mode
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
do not deceive, will again ‘ delight to honor,’ this “ hired scribbler,” Francis P. Blair, ever ‘?° far from being shortened, have been pro- of simplifying, have become so complicated JAMES K. REMICH.
is, at the moment of his retiring from the venture into that distri’ct, I do not believe longed, no remedy applied, and the People that the gentleman horn New York (Mr
Office on the .Hain-Street,—opposite the Meeting-House.
Senate to thé bosom of his family, and to all that the People, whom he has thus basely of the country Otlizht
ihnt the
thn gentle
ir/MtiU». (Tti rn hr,
\
......I •
...
_ 5 ' •
ought tn
to know that
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
the private relations of life, held up and stig slandered, would consent to defile their hands man from New York,(Mr. Cambreleng,) so Cambre eng,) now chairman of the* Commit
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
tee
of
Ways
and
Means,
declared
herU,
dur
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which matized in the Globe as a‘ bank beneficiary.’ by touching him ; but they would cast upon early as March, 1830, when an attempt was ing the last special session, that, after fifteen*
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No In the same article, sir, some fifteen Senators him a scornful and withering look of honest made to carry into effect the remedy propos
paper discontinued, except at the option ol the pub are opprobriously named and contemned by and just indignation, which would give to ed in the report of the committee of which years experience as a member of this House,
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
this Government press. The State of Alaba his visage a more cadaverous aspect than it he was a member, by reducing the pay of he found it difficidt to todersiand these TreaThe publisher does not hold himself responsible fin ma it particularly congratulated on being re
even now has. But who is this man who members, did himself actually resist and vote smy accounts, and the manner int wliifch the
ally error in any advertisement beyond the amount
Secretary’s Annual Report on the Flnataeest
lieved from the ‘ Calhounery’ of Gabriel thus impudently arrays himself against the against the measure.
charged lor its insertion.
is slated ! I
Moore. But now a new light has suddenly People ? * Why, sir, he is himself a “ repriev
rhe report alleged that abuses bad “ taken
The War Department.
opened which wholly changes the medium ed debtor” of the very bank which he is eve place from the various and arbitrary maimer
SPEECH OF MR. BOND, OF OHIO,
Next, as m the War Department. Tn 182$
through which the Globe sees ‘ Calhounery,’ ry day reviling.
Do gentlemen requirfe in which members estimated their mileage.”
Upon the resolution to correct the abuses in the to use Mr. Blair’s own phrase. How long proof? The tiles of this House furnish it. Ibis abuse was ascertained to ‘‘have been the Secretary of War employed'^ chief clerk,Public Expenditures, and to separate the has it been since that paper stigmatized Mr. A paper reported or filed by one of the com-i practised by the reformers themselves ; and besides seventeen clerks and two’ messengers.,
Government from lhe Press.
Delivered m Calhoun ‘ as the bank’s feed instrument,’ and rnittees of this House shows that this same they have continued» l.'fiq practice without any His salary, and their compensation, amount
the House of Representatives, April, 1838.
said of him “ that no man ever nullified the Francis P. Blair, who was brought here from restraint. 1 will give yon, sir, an iihistraiioii, ed to 23,650. The business of Indian af
ln!
truth with so little remorse ?” Now, howev Frankfort, in the Stale of Kentucky, owed which may not be thought inappropriate. In fairs was then managed by him afeo.
[continued.]
er, the whole scene is changed, and Mr. Cal the BaiH< of the United States the sum of the days of promised reform, the two Sena 1838, the Secretary of that Department emConsequences of a Subsidized Press.
houn is almost deified by the very Govern $20,744 36. It is true that only a part of this tors from the State of Missouri differed in ploys, inclusive of the Indian business,, about
’ Having thus shown the amount of. and ment press which but yesterday had so revil
sum was his own debt ; nevertheless, on his polities ; one of them, the great reformer, forty clerks, besides messengers. The joint
how this patronage is now used by the Exec ed him !
Here, Mr. Speaker, we realize own account, and as security for others, he Mr. Bent on ; the other, Mr. Barton, who salaries and coinpensatioffi of the whole autive, it will be appropriate to see what the another truth spread before the country in
was debtor to that bank, on the 30th day of thought the promised reform was a mere mount to 63,810 dollars.
friends of Gen. Jackson said would be the ; Mr. Benton’s report, which, in describing the
In 1828, we hear nothing of a Command
November, 1830, for the whole amount of the humbug. The first session of the twentieth
consequence of such use.
The committee, power of the President oyer individuals ad
ing General’s Office, withits clerk and mes-1
sum which I have mentioned. Did he pay
in their report, speak ot the moral mechanism ministering the Government, says: “He it? No, sir. Does he yet owe it ? No, sir. Congress commenced the 3d of December, sen ger.
Upon which this patronage acts “ as a jiower makesand unmakes them.” A short time How was he discharged ? He compromised, 182/, and ended on the 26th of May, 1828.
In 1808, the Commanding General is allow
These gentlemen severally attended the
that seems irresistible,” and say they “ will since, this Administration and its press stood
if the terms on which he was released are whole Session ; their per diem allowance was ed a clerk at $1,200, and a messenger al $600
not sto|> to argue what they predicate as an forth the advocates and friends of the State
justly entitled to be called a compromise. 1,400 dollars each, being J75 days, at 8 dol per year.
undeniable fact, that, by the employment of banks, and, after placing the public money in
In 182®, the Adjutant General’s (Office emWhat were those terms ?
Why he held a lars per day ; but for mileage, reckoning 8
the expenditures of the contingent funds of their custody, urged them to lend it out.
clerk’s fee bill, amounting to thirty-seven dol dollars for every twenty miles, Mr. Barton ployed three clerks, whose joint compensa
the deparitnents, a Government press is to Having thus “ debauched” and seduced them
lars and forty-two cents, and a note on a charged 939 dollars 20 cents, whilst Mr. tion was $2,9^0.
all intents and purposes effectually establish from the “ even tenor of their way,” this
In 1838, the Adjutant General employ®
gentleman by the name of Gratz for two Benton charged 1,344 dollars 66 cents.
Mr.
ed, as much sous if there were an annual same Administration and press now abuse
hundred dollars,say, together, two hundred Barton charged his mileage by the great seven clerks a>nd a messenger, whose joint;
item in the appropriation bill for the purpose the banks and the credit system which but
and thirty-seven dollars and forty-two cents, mail route, over land ; but Mr. Benton, whp compensation is $8,225.
of pinchasing lhe joint and harmonious ac yesterday they applauded ; and, to justify this
In 1828, the Paymaster General employed
which he gave up to the bank, and was re was railing out and condemning all abuses,
tion of one hundred papers in the uncom abuse, falsehood is substituted for fact. ' The
leased from 20,744 dollars and 36 cents ! counted his miles by all the crooks and turns three clerks, whose united compensation was
promising vindication of those in power, and Globe a day or two since stated “ that the Now, sir, 1 think Francis P. Blair may justly
$3,900.
and tortuous windings of the Mississippi and
in t he unsparing abuse of those who are not.” Legislative examination in Ohio” proved be called a “ reprieved debtor.”
In 1838, the salary of the same mirnber of
Ohio rivers I
Mr. Barton was left al home
And in the debate already referred to, Mr. “ that the directors of the banks there had
Such a settlement proves that Blair was ut because he did not believe in the propriety clerks is $4,290, besides the messenger's sal-'
Hamilton, one of the reformers, in speaking drawn out more than the whole amount of
terly insolvent at the close of the year 1830. of professing one thing and practising anoth ary.
In f828,1 have been unable to discover any
of payment for the service of the press, ob their real capital.” This, sir, is another dar
If his insolvency was occasioned by misfor er ;aiid Mr. Benton was retained to correct
served : “ When the Government becomes ing and impudent falsehood of that paper,
allowane’e for clerks to the Quarterma'^t
tune, he should'be pitied rather than con
the paymaster for these services, the evil is and furnishes additional evidence of the des demned on that account.
General.
Of the eircum- his report on Executive patronage.
Ten
In 1838, tf>at officer employs in the office
infinitely augmented. For, what are the ser peration of this Administration and its- “ Gov
stances of his failure I am ignorant. I refer years have intervened since the session ol
vices which the jiress under such circum ernment press,” in carrying out the sub-Treato his insolvency for what I esteem a per Congress just referred to ; the report sleeps at Washington seven clerks, whose united»
stances is expected to render as a return for sury system, with all its selfish purposes. fectly just purpose in this debate.
We find unheeded, and, in the mean lime, Mr. Benton coinjiensation is $7,300.
the partial kindness of the Government ?— The result of the “Legislative examination
in 1828, the Ordnance office employed
him brought to Washington in 1831, and continues to count his miles every year by
Why, to cover all their approaches to arbitra . of the Banks in Ohio” is fully reported by the employed as the publisher or editor of the
three clerks, whose joint salary was $2,950.
the
way
of
the
river,
which
has
given
him
ry power ; to defeird each measure of mis | Auditor of the State, who is a thorough-going Globe, which is made the Government press.
In 1838, the Ordnance» office employs nine*
rule and corruption ; to find excuses and a- 1 disciple of the sub-Treasury school. His re- We soon see streams of patronage flowing in upwards of 4000 dollars more than Mr. Bar clerks, besides a messenger, and their aggre
ton
felt
authorized
to
charge
under
the
same
pologies for every art of imbecility, although ! port is now before me, and I invite its iramegate compensation is’ $9,225-.
upon him from all the Executive Depart law.
the interest ami honor of the country may he i diate inspection. It is most creditable to the
In 1828. the Subsistence Department em
ments. The extent and character of this Contingent expenses of the House of Represen
jeojiarded by ignorance, apathy, or neglect ; ■ banks of Ohio ; shows them to have been
ployed four clerks, whose joint compensation-'
patronage 1 have before alluded to.
In a
tatives.
but, above all, to subject those who do not i prudently managed, and that they will not brief space of time we see him living and
was $2.950.
think ‘ the existing jiowers’ entitled to the . suffer in comparison with those of any State entertaining expensively, and going all the
In 1838, the Subsistence Department* emAnother precept.—The committee reported
confidence of lhe |>eople to lhe most unsjiar- j in the Union. But let us look into the Audi- rounds of the court society at Washington. that “the privilege of newspapers to the |»loys four clerks, and a messenger,
ittg calumny and abuse.” Mr. IBond
_________
said he tor’s report, ___
and_______________
test the truth of H|
the factv stat- If Mr. Blair had no connexion with this members ought to be abrogated
and “ that joint compensation is $5,880.
Lxx /»/Mill
I---- .
.1
T
n t
would appeal to the House and to fthe
conn- !’L».»
ed by the1 _ Globe,
“that
the
directors~oï
the
In 1828, the Surgeon General waa allowed
Government patronage, he might do all this, the practice loo often indulged in by the
try if we are not now ex|>eriencing daily the ’ banks in Ohio had drawn out more than the and no man would be justified in alluding to House of voting to themselves copies of a clerk, at $1,150 per year.
practical application of what Mr. Hamilton j amount of their real capital.”
By the Audi- or commenting on it. It is the high prerog hooks,”ought to be discontinued. The priv
In 1838, the Surgeon General is allowed a
ssibre state ot
M
■■
mentioned as a possible
of things. Is >tor’s report, it appears that the amount
of ative of every freeman to do with his own as ilege and practice continue, and without res clerk, at $1,266, and a messenger, $600 per
t}iese kài.hz
banks in I be please; > ......
year.
not this descrijitidn of a« subsidized press i:v
«’-i : capital stock actually paid jn -5--But, ....
Mr. Speaker, the sudden traint.
the hands of the Government so graphically , December last was "¿I 1,331.618 96, and the chaugrin the fommes of Mr*
Bl’d"
Precept.—The contingent expenses of this
Bureau of Indian Affairs.
, eonnerttrue of the present Administration and its ; whole amount loaned to directors and stock- ed
ed as
as he
he L
In 1828, tire- business of Indian affairs was
is with Z,
ExecutiveL patronage, his House were reported to be extravagant. Dur
press that it might be justly conjectured lhnl \ holders together, at that time, was only $1,- single le.-qi from insolvency to wealth ’ impel ing the year 1828, the last of Mr. Adams’s discharged at the War Department, by some
they sat for the pteture ? Every day’s expe- 466,174 56. I leave it for others to apply the me to inquire if“ there is not somethin* rotAdministration, they amounted to 80,000 dol one or two of the seventeen clerks which I
nenee shows that all who oppose the present 1 proper rebuke to the Globe for its slander of i ten in Denmark ?” Upon the whole sir
1 lars.
first mentioned.
Administration are “subjected to the most un-j the banks and the people of Ohio ; but, ! think his case most strongly illustrates the
Practice.— During the year 1836, the last
In 1838, this Indian business appears to
sparing calumny and abuse.” Another of the 1 Mr. Speaker, I appeal to you and to this1 necessity
.............................
n< We now hear
of passing the resolution
now un year of the Jackson reform Administration, constitute a grand division.
Jackson reformers in this House, Mr. Floyd House if a press which is thus basely con- der consideration, and, if possible, making a this item was 200,000 ! And, during the year of the “ Indian Defragment,” with a Com
of Virginia, observed in debate here, that “ the ducted should be sustained and cherished by total separation of the newspaper .press from 1837, being the first year of the “ successor,” missioner, whose salary is 3,000 dollars, a
Executive influence in this Government was funds from the public Treasury ?
win) promised to“ tread in the footsteps ol chief clerk, at 1,600 dollars, and eleven clerks
the Government.
very great, and had been exerted to calurnnir"’ ’ same paper took occasion, not long
his illustrious predecessor,” these expenses and two messengers, the joint compensation
This
Reform in Public Printing.
ate members m this House as well as great sinCe, to quote from some remarks which I
are 210,000 dollars ! This must be the “ ma and salaries being 19,400 dollars.
At
all
events,
if
this
shall
be
found
imprac

and wise men out of the House.’
He said j had the honor to make in this House, and to
gician’s way” of working in the ride of re
In 1828, there was one Superintendent of
“it had been attempted to cut them off by say ¡t had never intimated that the Senate ticable, we can at least destroy the pet sys duction—it was certainly unknown to old Indian Affairs, who was paid 1,500 a year,
dark innuendoes,’’ and that “ hireling scrib- j Was a useless body. Why. sir, the gross cal- tem of exclusive favoritism, by inviting com- Thomas Dilworth.
twenty one Indian agents, twenty-eight sub
blers had been paid directly or indirectly for tumny
-------uheaped
—i_..
i.
. . ¡ petition, and giving the contract “ to the Reduction of Officers in Executive Depart agents, and thirty nine interpreters.
by'^1.ther-u
Globe
on .the majority
lowest bidiJet,” as the reforming report of the
performing the task.”
In 1838, we find/o«r “ superintendents of
of the Senate, but a short time since, must be
ments.
gentleman from New York (Mr. CambreGovernment Press—the Globe—its Abuses. familiar to all. 1 will not offend so far as to leng) and his friends induced the People to
Precept.—The committee, of which, I a- Indian affairs,” with salaries of 1,500 dollars
each per year ; six “ superintendents of emi
The offi
Mr. Speaker, have we not felt and seen the read those slanders to the House.
believe would be done. When the retrench gain repeat, the gentleman from New York
gration,” with salaries ol 2,000 eacli per vear
sad reality of all this for the last nine years.
years, cial organ, by its personal abuse of the Sena inent resolutions, which produced the fa (Mr. Cambreleng) was a member, reported
ten “ Indian Agents,” with salaries of 1,500
but more particularly since Mr. Van Buren tors, and repeated calumny of the body, did mous report already mentioned, were under that they had obtained information by which
dollars each per year ; fourteen ‘e Indian sub
undertook ‘ the
1‘
improvement of the press.’ more than give the intimation alluded to. consideration, the friends of the then Ad they were satisfied “ that by a judicious sys
Did not ¡he Globe say of the Senate that“ its
agents,” with salaries of 750 dollars per year ;
tem
of
reform,
instituted
by
the
Executive
ministration
denied
the
existence
of
any
aand a display
y of
__ its
— licentious
------power in the
thirty-three “ commissioners and special fl
dignity” was “ impaired”—“ its character for
hired columns of the Globe ?
buse, but invited investigation, and the reso officers themselves, at least one-third of the
Who has not
gents,” who ai;e j»aid from 5 to 8 dollars per
grave
consideration
gone
”
—
that
“
its
justice
”
(then)
present
number
of
clerks
in
the
de

lutions passed almost unanimously. Now,
been disgusted with the course and ‘ unspar
day, and from 1,500 to 3,000 dollars j>er vear;
was “ doubted,” and its power to harm l»v
ing calumny’ from day to day poured upon | its most marked censure “contemned and de- however, when the reformers are in power, partments might be reduced with safety to
"fifteen conducting and enrolling agents,” at
members of Congress, and of the Senate in
and an investigation is proposed, they admit the public interest.”
3, 4, and 5 dollars per day ;/wo “ conductors
! rided ?” Yes, sir, this was the language held
particular, who happened to think that ‘ the
the existence of the evils referred to in the
Practice.—The number of clerks has not
by the President’s official press towards the
of exploring |>arties,” at 3 and 5 dollars per
existing powers were not entitled to the con
resolution, but resist the inquiry, because, as been tedticed in any one of the departments,
day ; two “ valuing agents,” at 4 dollars each
fidence of the People ?’—‘ Who has not seen |j American Senate, and yet that same press they allege, the abuse cannot be corrected !
hut, on the contrary, there has been a con’
per day ; eight “ collecting agents,” at 2 dol
l now has the effrontery to deny that it ever
The gentleman from New Hampshire (Mr. siderahle increase.
the attempt in the Government press to break
1 will prove it. The lars 50 cents per day each ; two “ issuing a;
intimated
that
the Senate was a useless body, Cushman) may deem this end impracticable.
down the influence and power of ‘ members Ii But, Mr. Speaker, in pursuing the individState Department, in the year 1828, included
' gents,” at 1 dollar per day each ; one a dis
I do not. J would rather follow the example the Patent Office, and the whole number id'
of Congress,’ and ‘ to cut them off by hireling 1
’ ual slanders of the Globe, I have digressed a
bursing agent,” at 5 dollars per day ; sixteen
scribblers, paid directly or indirectly for per- !
J “aVe, ,h^ess«“ « of the gallant Col. Miller, (of the gentleman’s clerks was sixteen ; the salary and compen
“ assistant agents,” at 3 and 4 dollars per day
forming the task ?’ Does not the Globe con- I h
.“T ' æ ^°V‘
own State,) who. when ordered on a perilous sation of ¡be Secretary and all his clerks and
and from 500 to 1,200 dollars each per year ;
stantly charge Mr. Clay, Mr. Webster, Mr. ! . '
*br‘- service on the Niagara frontier, during the messengers, amounted to 27,750 dollars.”
thirty one “ interpreters at agencies,” at 300
Southard, and other* Senators as being paid'*.
<Ult H1°'Va'.IS Phoned shafts war of 1812, did not say it was impracticable,
State Department and Patent Office.
dollars each per year ; fourteen “ interpreters
by and under the influence of the Bank of »ih'/Tp *i 'h6*1 'fS’ S”’ ‘.lt/ ,e Mreat
but said “ I’ll try, sir,” to the commanding
The whole number of clerks now employ in the emigration of Indians ” at 2 50 and 3
the United States when engaged in the dis- i
1 u
' eS - /
eave *10w General. He did fry, and he succeeded.
charge of their high constitutional dufies
.‘V!'1/,-5 0 fl,<|,|n| 1 ie Gov' The achievement not only rendered essential ed in the State Department and the Patent dollars per day each ‘,ffteen “ physicians,” at
And when these foul slanders are howled ! ®J ,|'!,\ ...L ‘ t ,.>e
a
.e<. J0» an* service at that crisis, but honored his coun Office is forty. The joint salaries and com salaries varying from 3, 5, and 6 dollars a
day, to 84 dollars per month ; eleven « clerk»,,r
from the throat of the ‘ sturdy mastiff.’ at the
ll e et‘.' II. oi ' ,e teenatonal election try’s arms, and elevated his own fame !
pensation amount to 56,515 dollars !!!
door ofthe Treasury, do not the whole ken-1
ll ’” G1“«- Reiemng to the
The Patent Office, in 1828, was managed (other than those in the office at Washington,!
In the attempt, which the resolution under
neV‘Tray. Blanche, and Sweetheart,’ little 1 • 'a, ’.u ¡vh,v,‘ J hav£ tl,e
represent consideration proposes, no danger awaits us, by a Sjipermtetideiit, with a salary of 1,500 at salaries varying from 3 and 5 dollars per
dogsand all, even to the ‘most starveling *n l;"S
the Presidents official organ but a great civil triumph may be obtained by dollars, and two clerks and a messenger, day to 40 and 50 dollars pep month, and 800
and 1,000 dollars per year ;ffty-three black
turnspit that barks on the farthest verge of 1 Sa^S :
ir. J invite the gentleman from New Hamp whose joint compensation was 3,700 dollars.
smiths,” with salaries varying from 240 to
our frontier,’ re-echo the sound ? The Jack“ The hank held immense power in his shire to adopt the words of his gallant states It is now under the charge of one of the Re
son reformer, Mr. Floyd, spoke of the slan-1 [my] district, and exerted ilsmoneved influ- man, and, instead of thinking it “ impractica formers ; the title of “ Superintendent” is ex 600 dollars per year ; twenty tf farmers and
assistants, at 2,3, 5 and 600 dollars per year ;
changed for that of “ Commissioner
ders on members of Congress and on other enee in aid of the Federal partv, which has ble,” let him say “ I’ll try.”
jous —
salaries,
‘„ leafjiers. »>
- var
----..... r,
men elsewhere. Why, sir, we daily experi- stronger hold in that quarter than in any other Failure of Promised Reform—.Practice vs. with the change of titles comes the change
of salary from 1,500 to 3,000 dollars ’
The iro,”}50p to 800 dollars per year \f,ve “ mil
■ence that and more.
..........
pan of< Ohio. It succeeded by a small ma
Precept^ again.
salaries of
of 500
500 and
and 600
600 dollars
dolla/s';;
number of clerks is increased iroin two to lets,” with salnries
The President and his press have gone on jority in electing Mr. Bond thè collector of its
But, sir, we have been greatly disappoint ........................................
a,“l ’he compensation irmn
front one ‘“‘at 3 dollars per day ; the
bonds
there.
He
may
he
looked
upon,
as
the
from time to time calumniating members of
ed in the failure of this promised reform in 1,800 to 21,000 dollars; and, not content with i w,,ole concluding with fvt “ miscellaneous
Congress and others, individually, and at representative of reprieved debtors.”
many other respects besides that which re one messenger, and‘ his
‘ ‘ old salary of 400 dol | agents,” with salaries of 1 dollar per day, «nd
length have got to slandering the People in a
After the vile slanders which the Govern garded the public priming and the Executive lars, they provide a salary of 840 dollars for 600 dollars per year.
body—a kind of wholesale slander business. ment press has wantonly heaped upon many patronage of the press. And, io establish messenger, and thcti yive him an assistant, to
But even this is not all. The Commission
If a Congressional district, in the free exercise of the most eminent and justly distinguished ■ this, Í will state briefly a few items, contrast- whom is also paid 15 dollars per month.
er of Indian Affairs says the list given by him
of its constitutional right, elect a member who public men of the country, Mr. B. said an ling the precept with the practice of the re
in the Blue Book is not accurate or complete.
The Treasury Department.
He leaves room to add or alter. Here, indeed*
will not ‘ bow and do obeisance to the party,’ humble individual like himself should not formers. 1 mitating the example found in the
The
Secretary
of
the
Treasury,
in
the
year
is a display of patronage I Ought we not to*
he is at once proclaimed to be the feed at complain, but rather leel honored that he report already alluded to, I may be best un
1828,
employed
eight
clerks
and
two
mes

torney of the bank, and the people of the was thus noticed. For himself, personally, derstood by a division of the subject into a
be astonished to find this state of things, un
district are stigmatized as ‘reprieved debtors.’ he would say nothing ; but for his district— few prominent heads. But, in the language sengers, His salary, and the compensation der an Administration whose friends profess
Here, sir, I desire to read a short paragraph his constituents—for the People, who had of that report, I am “ far from thinking I of the clerks and messengers, amounted to ed to be shocked at ft multiplication of offices,
«and re-published, in the report of this House
from the President’s official newspaper—the honored him with their confidence, and shall now exhaust the subject ;” I shall 18,600.
The present Secretary of that. Department in 18S8, the warning of that Chief Magistrate,
Globe. It was printed a year since, and then made him their representative here, he had “ have only opened it.” I pretend to noth(and he was taken from the body of reform who said : “ Considering the general tenden
met my eye. I have preserved it for the ex- much
i
to say. He could not, perhaps, express .ing more “ at this time than to lay the foun
press purpose of noticing it here, on a suita- all
1 the just indignation that he lek. My con dation of a system, to be followed up and ers, who made proclamation from the Senate cy to multiply offices and dependencies, and to
Chamber,) employs fifteen clerks and two increase expense to the ultimate term of bur
ble occasion ; and this is the first appropri- istituents, sir, (said Mr. Bond,) in every trait completed hereafter” by the People.
ate moment I have had to do so. The para- of
< character which can justly ennoble man, Sessions of Congress and Mr. Benton’s Mile messengers. His salary, anil iheir compensa den which the citizen can bear, it behooves
lion, amount to 27,100 ! !
A similar result us to avail ourselves of every occasion which
graph in question was written on the occa- 1are not second to those of any member in
age.
will be found in comparing the present with presents itself for taking off the surcharge.”'
sion of announcing the election of one of the this
1
House.
With God’s mercy, and their
The prolonged sessions of Congress form the former state of the several subdivisions of h is appropriate, too, now, to refer gentlemen
present Senators from Ohio, (Mr. Allen,) in 1own right arm, they have been the builders
ed a conspicuous chapter in the book of re the Treasury Department.. But, by way of
doing which the Globe exults at what it was <of their
___ ____
C1iOC, nwy
io the censure which that report cast on the
own_fortunes, In every osense,
they
pleased to consider a defeat ofMr. Ewing, a aie virtuous, intelligent, and independent form. The committee denounced the usage “ introducing economy and despatch in the Secretary of War in 1828, for paying $753 for
highly distinguished and most valuable mem- freemen—“ who know their rights, and, as “one of the most serious evils attending Treasury Department,” the committee pro additional clerk hire in the business of Indian
ber of the Senate. I do not propose to dwell knowing, dare maintain them.” They love’ the national legislation of the country ; and, posed to “ simplify the forms of business, and Affairs.
by way of correcting it, recommended “ that to reorganize its subordinate branches, so as
on that election ; it is foreign to my purpose; their country, and revere its Constitution;
New Offices Created.
of the
during the
----------- J------------- ~-----...w members,
VMM 111^
tu
Williwith
VUG* one-fourth,
IV1II III, If
to dispense
if not one-third,
but I do verily believe it was achieved ; hut they have never yet “ bowed the knee tn tile compensation
Mr. B. said he was here tempted to nr.me
session------of each
of the
officers
in the
Treasury,
------Congress,
B----- ,— be reduced
uw, to
of the
officers
in the
Treasury.
” Now, sir
»geinst the wishes of a majority of the people Baal and because they will not, th® editor I firs*---------two dollars par day from sud alter the first no reorganization of the Department ha« yet one or two offices in particular, which
[Continued on 4th page,]

NEW ORLEANS, JULT 22.
(
Escape of Uncles.—This fellow, who was i
IS JR QP
$
MAIL ARTICLES
STATE OF MAINE.
idpr confinement Ihr
iewel.4 from
i Under
for stoalintr
stealing thp
the jewels
from 1__ —______ ____________________ :---------------------- ---------House of Representatives, Feb. 2,1838.
Johnson, the Pirate of lhe Lake.—Wfi re- the Bank of the Metropolis. Washington, sUcSaturday, august ii, i83s.
The Joint Select Committee to whom was
mark, in the last Biennial Register, or Blue ‘ ceeded in making his escape on Friday night,
referred an order of January 30th, directing
WHIG NOMINATIONS.
Books lhe name of this individual, as an offi- j by cutting his <«-«
.....
way tb..».»..i.
through ..a plank partition
them to inquire into the expediency of arial of the United States Government, in the ! four inches thick, then making a hole in the
FOR GOVERNOR.
mendingthe statutes for the support and reg
following significant terms : “ W, Johnson, brick wall sufficient size to let him out. No
EDWARD
KENT.
ulation of Mills, have bad the subject under
secret inspector, French creek, Cape Vincent, traces of him as yet.— Picayune.
consideration, and respectfully
representative to CONGRESS FOR YORK
collection district» Compensation $365.”
REPORT,
COUNTY.
We also observe that “ R. G. Angel” has a 1 Schooner Active.—The U. S. schooner Ac
STATE OF MAINE.
That the first statute in Massachusetts al
NATHAN D. APPLETON, of Alfred.
similar appointment in lhe same place, at a tive was sold yesterday for $4,500—she orig
tering the common law as to flowing, was In the year of our Lord one thousand eight
inally cost the government $8.000. The ahigher annual salary, viz. $720.
hundred and thirty-eight.
SENATORS FOR YORK COUNTY.
passed in 1713 wherein the preamble recites
We desire to be informed—
! mount expended on her, in repairs and alter
An
ACT
in
addition
to
an
Act
entitled
an
JAMES M c A RT H U R, of Limington,
« That it hath been found by experience that
1st. What is the nature of those secret ser- ! ations, was $9,000. Total cost $17,000. Loss
THOMAS CARLE, of Hollis,
when some persons in this Province have Act for the support and regulation of Mills.
on the sale, $12,500.—A*. Y. Com. Adv.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of vices ?
been at great cost and expenses for building
LOVE KE AY, of Berwick.
2d. Is the W. Johnson, secret inspector,
Representatives in Legislature assembled,
of mills serviceable for the public good and
COUNTY TREASURER.
Sub Treasury Rotation in Office men.—Athe same individual as the noted Bill John
That
all
the
sections,
from
section
1st
to
sec

benefit of the town or considerable neigh
mong the recent appointments under the Gen
Elder ANDREW HOBSON, of Buxton.
son ‘i!
borhood in or near to which they have been tion 11th, both inclusive, of an Act approved
These, we believe, are the only recorded, eral Government, in the St. Joseph District
erected, that in raising a suitable head of wa February 8th, 1821, entitled an Act for the
“ agents for secret services,” since lhe forma (Mich.) is that of Abner C. Stimson, who, we
The Duel.—It is seldom that a political
support
and
regulation
of
Mills,
and
an
Act
ter for that service, it hath sometimes so hap
learn from the Detroit Advertiser, was late
tion of our Government.
manoeuvre,—planned by sagacious headsand
pened* that some small quantity of lands or additional thereto, approved February 14th,
Warden
of
the
New
Hampshire
Stale
Prison,
New York American.
meadows have been thereby flowed and 1824, be repealed ; to lake effect from and af
who absconded, after involving the Stale in a executed by cunning hands, designed for
[From the Jefferson County (N. Y.) Whig.]
■demnified, not belonging to lhe owners of ter the lOih day of May next, provided, nev
loss of $20,000, carrying away the books and extensive and permanent influence, and so
ertheless,
that
the
same
remain
in
force,
for
We can answer the interrogatories ot lhe vouchers belonging to the prison. This is
such mills, whereby several controversies
the recovery of damages incurred before that American.
well calculated to touch the passions and ex
have arisen.”
practical Sub-Treasuryism and a practical ex
Answer 1. Two or three months previous ample of Mr. Van Buren’s notion of Rotation cite prejudice,—is so soon exposed, shorn of
The evil then was that some persons own time, as though this Act had not passed.
House of Representatives, ?
to the General Election in November, it has in office.—Portland Adv.
ing small lots of meadow land stood in the
its power, and by a series of incidents made
Feb. 10, 1838.
$
heretofore been deemed of the utmost impor
way of erecting mills, which in lhe then
to visit, with a righteous retribution, those
Read and referred to the next Legislature, tance by collectors in their respective dis
weakness of the country was a great effort,
Oysters for the Exploring Expedition!— who were concerned in its formation, as was
and,
with
lhe
accompanying
Report,
ordered
tricts, that one or more secret inspectors
and a commendable public enterprise.
lhe
Three hundred kegs, ot Oysters put up more
should be appointed. Their duties are brief
that which was gotten up by the Van Buren
evil is now, that men in the lumbering busi to be printed in the public papers.
than a yean ago, for the Exploring Expedition,
E.
A.
ALLEN,
Speaker.
ly these : io procure a horse, accoutred with
ness flow and render unproductive thousands
were sold in New York, at Auction last week leaders in relation to the Duel between
Read
and
concurred.
a saddle, bridle, and a pair of leathern sad
of acres of good land nol their own.
for a mere song. On this item of Oysters, Messrs. Graves and Cilley.
An event like
N. S. LITTLEFIELD, President,
dle bags of sufficient capacity to contain, in
Thus we see how a principle in violation
there was a loss of at least of $500. This is that should have been mourned by all men;
Copy,
Attest:
W
m
.
T
rafton
,
either end, five hundred copies each of the
of natural rights began in Massachusetts,
Secretary of the Senate.
Globe and Argus. With this precious load, the Van Buren era of “glory and reform.” —party distinctions and party feelings should
which has descended to us in Maine like a
the secret inspector starts upon his pilgrimage, This Expedition, which has already dis have been forgotten, while engaged in in
hereditary disease. The same principle has
The Skowhegan Sentinel charged Mr. distributing at each farm house and dwel graced the Administration, and is in danger
extended to Rhode Island, and been adopted
Clay
with having fought five duels a week ling as he passes, one or more of these de of dishonoring the Republic, has cost the Peo vestigations concerning the causes which led
there to increase water power for factory
or
two
since.
The Portland Advertiser lectable papers, according to the, wants and ple millions of dollars. So we go I
to it, or in efforts to prevent lhe recurrence of
purposes. In all the other Northern and
Albany Evening Journal.
challenges
lhe
Sentinel
to bring lhe proof. wishes of the inmates, and, as they are al
a similar event. The stern voice of censure
Middle States, extending as far south as to
include Maryland, Ohio and Indiana, and al Come out with it Major, or acknowledge you ways delivered gratis, one of each is seldom
Gov.
Kent Abroad.—A correspondent of the should have been applied by every honest cit
have
lied.
—
Somerset
Journal.
reiused. In addition to this distribution, the
so in South Carolina and Georgia, flowing
But so
Louisville, izen to all implicated in the affair.
VVe still challenge the Sentinel to bring secret inspector is to hold free and unreserv Bangor Whig writing from
remains a common law. In the other South
(Ky j after travelling in company with several it was not. The occurrence, alike disgrace
ern Slates flowing is permitted by statutes, the proof and at the same time ask lhe Ad ed conversation upon political topics with all
members of Congress, fi om Pittsburg, says, ful and lamentable, was seized upon by the
but proceedings to authorize it precede the ministration papers io make good lhe follow persons who will consent to be electioneered.
Heretofore the subject of conversation has that “ lhe western members award great praise friends of lhe administration as a political in
right to flow. After hearing all parties in ing declaration against Henry Clay :
to our Governor for the ability and persever
terested in proper cases, there, the Courts
“ Mr. Clay said to the Mississippi Repre been lhe glorification of Gen. Jackson and ance with which he has urged lhe N. E. Boun strument, and a regular plan of operations
Having discharged
permit flowing, setting forth in their decree sentative, “ Go home, God damn you, where the “ belter currency.”
dary question upon lhe consideration of the was arranged at the Capital, and carried into
his cargo of Exira Globes and Arguses, he
lhe terms and limitations.
you belong.”
Legislature of Maine and upon Congress/ effect throughout the Union, for using itextenreturns
io lhe general depot, receives a fresh
The Constitution of Maine secures the
The Salem Advertiser, a red hot Loco FoThey say that it is Gov. Kent’s course, alone,
right of acquiring and possessing property, co paper, copies the above, and then remarks supply, and again commences his pilgrimage.
that has induced the action lhat has been had tensively and effectually. ‘ Mr. Cilley had
except that private property may be taken that Mr. Clay denied saying any such thing Thus the secret inspector continues occupied
been compelled to fight—he had fallen a mar
until the first day of lhe election, at winch on the question in Congress, and excited tne
for public use, with just compensation. Here
and then says :—
general interest which now pervades lhe coun tyr—the victim of a base conspiracy against
lime he repairs to lhe polls, and attends to
is a condition without which private property
“ It was proved upon him by affidavits seeing that lhe electors deposito the right bal cils of the nation. It was certainly gratifying his life on the part oflhe whigs.’ The col
may not be taken.
Hence in all practical
from
several responsible members of Con lots. With the last day of lhe election' ter to ascertain that the question has come at last umns of the administration papers were filled
cases orders of notice ought to be sent out,
to be so well understood and appreciated. I
lhat all parties interested may come forward gress, who heard him utter it. He has nev minates the office of “ secret inspector,” hav
with ex parte statements, with comments cal
think Maine has now nothing to fear.”
and shew cause why their property ought er denied the truth of their affidavits.”
ing received three dollars per day for the pre
culated
to excite the bitterest feelings of po
The Salem Advertiser, in making lhe a- cious services thus rendered to lhe Public.
not to be taken, or to be heard on settling
the just compensation.
However it may bove statement, utters a most malicious
Answer 2d. W. Johnson, secret inspector, Statement oj the new offices created and lhe sal litical rancour. Prints of the deceased were
aries of each, and also a statement oj the offi published and sold
have been formerly, any further increase of falsehood, as do all the loco foco prints in is lhe same individual ns the noted Bill John
meetings were held and
ces the salaries oj which are increased, and
mills at this day stands about in the same re Maine and elsewhere, who have copied and son, and it Government had not had worse
resolutions
of
a
highly
exciting character
the amount of such increase, during the two
lation as to public use, with wharves, stores endorsed lhe statement. We deny, first, lhat men than that same Bill Johnson to conduct
were adopted by them. Cilley had been
last
sessions
of
Congress,
made
in
pursuance
Mr.
Clay
said
any
such
thing
to
the
Missis

its affairs, lhe People would have suffered less.
and hotels.
of lhe 6th section of the act of 2d July, 1836, murdered, and the whigs, as a party, were
We deny, secondly,
We are of opinion lhat the statutes author sippi Representatives !
to provide for the appropriation of additional his murderers. A more heartless, indefensi
izing one man, without a preliminary in that it was proved upon him by affidavits from
Splendid Munficence.—It is stated on un
payments, andfor other purposes«
quiry, to flow the land of another, is oppres several responsible members oj' Congress who doubted authorny that John Jacob Astor, a
ble, brutal species of electioneering was never
ixew offices.
heard him alter it !”
We deny both state merchant of New York, has made to the!
sive, it not unconstitutional.
adopted by any party.
Governor
of
the
Territory
.of
Iowa,
?
$1,500
Allowing the mill owner as he pleases to | menis, and we call upon lhe drawers, the Corporation of that city a donation amount- !
As superintendent of Indian Affairs, $ 1,000
take into possession the land of another for drawees
<*.....................
’.................
.....
Among the most prominent actors in the
and1 *the
endorsers| jjf
of this *forged
mg to $350,000, for the establishment of a
1,200 farce was Mr. Fairfield, the loco-foco candidate
to bring lhe proof. Where are the affi Public Library, including a lot of land, most I Secretary of the Territory of Iowa,
his mill pond, throws the injured party into note
i
Ifliiey were made they were of eligibly situated, for the erection of a building Chiet Justice supreme court Territory
the false position of appearing to be a party davits?
<
for Governor. He introduced into the House
of Iowa,
1,500
published. Lei us have lhe proof.
disturbing the rights of others.
This is one course
i
for the accommodation of the institution.
resolutions providing for a committee of in
Two
associate
justices
($1,590
each)
3,000
We
have
once
and
again
corrected
this
cause for the general failure of justice under
The truly enlightened and liberal spirit man
hut our opponents cleave to it ifested in this act, is worthy of commenda District attorneys, same as others.
vestigation, and accompanied his motion
lhe statute on which have been many pros- falsehood,
i
”
”
ecutions, although many suffer who never with all the pertinacity oi* men boldly bent tion, and we hope will be imitated in other Marshal,
with remarks which were by no means cal
Judge
criminal
court
Dis.
of
Columbia,
2,000
bearing false witness against a political places.—Salem Register.
prosecute. To purchase all the lands proper upon
i
culated to weaken the impression which ibe
Judge
orphans
’
court
Dis.
of
Columbia,
1,000
—Portland Advertiser.
to be flowed would be generally far less ex- oppoiunit..
<
Two registers and two receivers, Wis
declarations of his political friends were
pensive than the present state system of per
Peter W. Granger, the Texian Minister to
consin Territory west of the Missis
signed to produce. The people were told
Lig'ht Houses.—The following appropria the U. States, lately comm itted suicide in
mitting the lands to be flowed first, leaving to
sippi, same compensation as others.
the owners only remedy by petition.
After tions
|
are contained in (be “ Light House Kentucky, by shooting himself with a pistol,
lhat the resolutions were introduced at the
Surveyor General Wisconsin Territory, 1,500
a tedious controversy to settle the damages, it bill
| ” recently passed by Congress :—
while on his way to Washington.
risk of his personal safety—of his life
Register
and
receiver
northwestern
laud
commonly happens that both parties are dis
State of Maine.—For the erection of two
district of Louisiana, same ifs others.
that he exhibited, in the act, an intrepidity
satisfied. This has a tendency to bring dis- buoys
|
near the Portland harbor, viz : one on
Execution of Barron.—This hardened Collector for lhe port of Vicksburg,
500 and firmness rarely met with
but, not
respect upon our system of administering Taylor
.
’s ledge, and one on Broadcove rock, wretch who murdered Mr. Lyman, at Roch
New regiment of Infantry.— 1 colonel same
justice.
five hundred dollars.
ester, was executed on the 25th ult. He re compensation as other officers of same grade. withstanding all this, the committee was ap
Time has wrought such changes that now
For re-building the light-house on Wood mained callous to the last, evincing a maturi 1 lieutenant colonel,
same compensation pointed, the affair was investigated, and a
lo promote Agriculture is more a benefit than Island, five thousand dollars.
ty in vice and depravity which shocked and 1 major,
do.
strong report made to lhe House by lhe ma
to encourage the increase of mills. As in so
For placing monumems on Fort point disgusted all who saw him. It is said that 10 captains,
do.
jority, which was ordered to lie upon the table
many States, embracing much more than half ledge, Adam’s ledge, and Buck ledge, in Pe
he made a confession of the murder to his 10 1st lieutenants,
do.
lhe Union, no statutes as to flowing have nobscot river, one thousand three hundred
and be printed.
It was printed and circu
counsel, which is to be published.
10 2d lieutenants,
do.
been adopted, it would seem safe to return to dollars, in addition to the former appropria
lated throughout the country, at the public
Artillery.
—
5
captains,
same
compensation
the common law here, relying on time to tion for that purpose.
A singular and fortunate escape is men- ns other officers of similar grade.
expense,—but the report was never called up
point out the proper remedies for any evils
For placing a monument on Bulwark
do.
for the action of lhe House. The party nev
lhat may arise. Such has been lhe oppres ledge, about seven miles east southeast of tioned in a late number of the Zanesville Ga 4 1st lieutenants,
do.
sive practice under the flowing provisions, Portland lighthouse, three thousand dollars. zette. Mr. G. Frackerot lhat place, having 4 2d lieutenants,
er
ventured to submit the reasonings of the
plunged into lhe Muskingum river with a j
Corps of Engineers.—1 lieutenant colonel,
and such difficulties have been experienced
For placing one buoy on Drummer’s ledge,
J majority to the test of a vote of the Represenin the attempts to obtain justice under them, south of Mark island, and one buoy on Mark view of bathing, had scarcely dived half a ■ same pay as other officers of same grade in
rod before he fell himself caught by a fishing I lhe dragoons.
tives ef the People.—We find no fault with
that in the cases that now exist it is lair to island ledge, five hundred dollars.
hook of very large size, and suddenly thrown 2 majors,
do.
do.
presume that the injured land owners would
Mr. Fairfield’s resolutions—it was right that
For erecting a light house on Bear island back. After an ineffectual attempt to loosen 6 captains,
do.
do.
submit to any reasonable terms that the mill al the entrance of Mount Desert harbor, three
there should have been an investigation
the line he caught it in his teeth, and succeed 6 2d lieutenants,
do.
....
do.
owners may offer.
thousand dollars.
ing in biting it in two, swam to the shore with
Commissary Department.— 1 assistant com hut we do condemn his course in relation to
Generally, the mill owners being active
For erecting a monument on Bunker’s the hook fast through his lip. He was held missary general oi* subsistence, pay same as
the Report. He might have called it up,
and wealthy, or commanding resources by ledge, outside of said island, one thousand under water by the line, and had he failed in lieutenant colonel of cavalry.
and he ought to have done so.
After taking
their enterprise and credit, have disregarded dollars.
severing it with his teeth he Would have been ' 1 commissary of subsistence, pay of quar
and triumphed over the more humble culti
the lead in getting up the inquiry, and after
For placing one buoy at the southwest en obliged to tear lhe hook from his lip, or sub termaster of the army.
vators of the soil. In some instances, poor trance of said Mount Desert harbor, and two mit to a speedy strangulation.
3 commissaries of subsistence, pay of assis the strong remarks he had made on offering
men owning poor mills have done great mis buoys on the reef in the middle of Bass har
tant quartermasters.
the resolutions, he should have felt it a duty
chief. In other cases failures occur, and the bor, one hundred and fifty dollars.
Ordnance.—2 majors, pay of officers of drag to labor to bring the reports of the Commit
A New York paper, in a description of the
mills are assigned, so that all damages in arFor placing a buoy on Bantam ledge, out
Astor House, gives the following account of oons of same grade.
tee before the House for definite action. In
rear are lost. All damages are lost whether side of Ram island, two hundred dollars.
1 professor of chemistry, mineralogy, &c.
the application and power of steam : ‘ By the
For erecting a stone beacon and a buoy on
either party dies before the final judgment, as
multiplication of stationary wash-tubs, and at West Point, pay of professor of mathemat failing to do so, he has given strong ground
lhe statutes mi|ke no provision that lhe pro Half-tide ledge, in the county of Hancock,
for the belief that he has been a willing aid
the power of steam, clothes may be washed, ics.
cess shall survive.
Sometimes lhe occu twelve hundred dollars.
Medical Department.—7 surgeons, same in the most unholy attempts of his party to
dried, and ready for use, in half an hour after
For placing a spar buoy on a ledge in the
pants are poor and the remedy is losl when
they are given out. The drying process is ac pay as other surgeons.
make a political lever of the affair.
This
lhe owners cannot be ascertained, or do not vicinity of Crabtree’s point, about lour miles
complished in five minutes, by spreading the
Note.—The other appointments authorized
live within the jurisdiction of the Court. In below Sullivan harbor, in said county, one
clothes on wooden horses running on rail by die new army bill and staff’ appointments, impression is strengthened by the fact, that
solvent owners may occupy, having mort hundred and fifty dollars.
roads, and -leading into a large close apart to he made from lhe line of lhe army, and do he knew that a meeting was contemplated
gaged their mills for all they are worth. The
For the erection of a monument or, beacon
ment heated to a very high temperature by not increase the number of officers.
between Graves and Cilley before it took
present right to flow holds in great danger of on York ledge, off the entrance of York har
steam. A rotary steam engine pumps water,
place, and it is more than probable that
destruction large tracts of valuable live lim bor, ten thousand dollars.
supplies steam to the kitchen, washroom, &c.
ber. Such soils contain so much fibrous ami
For erecting a light-house and sea wall at
prompt and judicious efforts on his part might
HIGHWAY ROBBERY
woody matter, that in dry seasons heavy Saddleback ledge, in Penobscot buy, ten cleans the knives and forks, boots and shoes,
have prevented it. If he knew that a meet
and has in reserve power enough for other
Mr. Daniel Young Jr., a Deputy Sheriff for
fires may burn and ruin the soil as well as thousand dollars.
uses.’
the Comity of Oxford, was last evening knock ing was contemplated, it was his duty to go
the dead timber.
Judge Morton's answer when solicited by a
ed down and robbed of his wallet, containing forth at once, to exert his influence to its
Spring freshets deposite much fertility on
A gentleman from Hamden informs the ed
low intervales. To encourage jhe draining Committee to be again the Tory candidate for itors of the New Haven Herald, that the ef near $600. Mr. Y. was on a visit to this city, utmost extent, to reconcile the parties or at
and while passing over Tukey’s Bridge, and least to take measures to prevent the Duel,
and improvement of such lands is good poli Governor of Massachusetts :
fect oi the heat on the water of the canal on
“ Gentlemen,” said he, “ I think I’m pretty the Hamden level, where it is several feet near the Toll-House, his horke was stopped
cy. Lowering lhe water level but a few inch
and it comes with an ill-grace from him
es, where lhe stream is like a canal drain well used up ; but if you think there is any I deep, has been destructive to the fish, so that by a person supposed to bean Irishman and
through a tract of meadow land, will make thing left of me you are welcome to the use of they are lying dead by thousands on the sur loll demanded which, as the bridge was free, to appeal to men’s sympathies, or to re
he refused to pay. Being about to proceed ! buke or censure those who participated in
the surface soil on the whole meadow, es it!”
face of the waters
toward the city, he received a blow on the the contest.—If a man overheard one or more
sentially drier and better adapted for grasses
right side of his head, which rendered him!
The Philadelphia Gazette acknowledges
than from a firm sward.
At a light expense
It is said that the candidates for office in senseless. Upon recovering, he found himself < individuals threaten at some future time to
for draining in that way, lands too wet will the receipt of a rabid loco loco communica
become firm, which before seemed a perfect tion, headed “ Fax fur the Peepil,” the or Illinois follow a grand menagerie from place in the watery where, he supposes, the robbers, fire lhe house of his neighbor, and he neg
mire. At the outlet of such tracts naturally thography ofwhich ts equalled otdy by an to place, and make stump speeches whenev after rifling his pockets, had thrown him. One lected to caution that neighbor or to take
collect in the stream obstructions easily re advertisement once sent to that paper, of er it stops for exhibition. In this way they person only was seen by Mr. Young, though means io defeat the plans of the incendiaries,
moved where no advantage is taken to flow “ Six hvin ratlailsnaix, kctcht on Tung mount get pretty large audiences. Some go to see there must have been at least two engaged in —would he not be a participant in the sin —
the elephant, some the tigers, some the mon the robbery, as, when he received the blow,
and keep up the head water. During a con ing.”
If a man saw a fellow man, while laboring
keys, some the kangaroos, and some the can- t|ie person seen was holding his horse.
troversy to settle the damages, the right to
didates.
under a momentary aberration of intellect, put
Portland Advertiser.
flow and so prevent all fair chance to exam
Strange Caprice.—The editor of the Globe
ine the facilities for draining, operates op says that, however much he is devoted to
the knife to his throat for lhe purpose of comThe Alabama election for member of Con
pressively upon lhe owners of the land flow Mr. Van Buren, he is“ devoted to truth still
The Robbery.—Tine hat, and one of the milting suicide, and he passed on without atgress.—Vhe Whigs are about to be defeated
more.” What a heartless fellow he must be,
ed.
in (late) Mr. Lawler’s District by an act of! wallets containing $15, belonging to Mr. tempting to arrest that arm and prevent the
It is not correct policy to destroy good thus to prefer a stranger to an old acquaint folly. The Loco Focos have put a Mr. Ellis: Young who was robbed lately on Tukey’s
rash act of self destruction, would he be sin
land lo increase water power in a country ance.—Prentice.
only in lhe field, but the Whigs have in the j bridge in Portland, has been found on the
less ? Would such men bfe Consistent in im
beach.
The
wallet
containing
the
$600
where a great amount of water power runs
field Mr. Crabb of Tuskaloosa, and Mr. Er
to waste. During the proper season of lhe
Latest Absence of Mind, Case.—We have win, of Greene. Unless one or the other re-! which belonged to individuals in Portland, puting bad motives to the neighborhoods in
and which Mr. Y. had collected on execu which the events happened, or in complaining
year,, it would be well to devote to agriculture been told that a lady dropped herself into the tires, Ellis will certainly be elected.
tions has not been recovered, nor has any
a greater proportion of the labor devoted to post office instead of a letter, and did not dis
lumbering, and to saw less when we ought to cover her mistake until the clerk asked her
m,
a
.
....
i
clue been found to lhe perpetrators of the of their want of vigilance ?—The following
TheExplor
ln
gSq..«.lronw
l
||t>e
off
n,
he
,Mler^Bangor Whig.
remarks, in relation to Mr. Fairfield’s knowl
sow and plant There need be no fear but whether she was single or not.
course of next month, it is said. Lt. Wilkes
J
°
we can saw all the logs and lumber to be
edge of the Duel, are from the Portland Ad
commander.
bad. The difficulty j is to raise enough of
One of the Judges of the County Court
------------------• The second centennial anniversary of the vertiser :—
grain and grass.
|I was shot, about 1 o’clock, P. M. near St. LouA Coincidence.—The Kentucky Common- settlement of Exeter, N. H. was celebrated
THE DUEL.
Wbile the temperature is too cold for veg- , is on the 14ffi ult. The perpetrator of the , wealth says—“The Locusts and the Sub- by the citizens of that place, with appropriate
Mr. Fairfield feels that he is unjustly charged,
elation, say from late io Qetebw to early ia outrage h unknown.
’ Treasury Bill disappeared on the same day«’’1 public ceremonies, on the 4th ult
—What is Ute charge ? Not that he did any thing

May, flowing is a benefit; hence a security
for consent as to that portion of the year.
There being much land highly productive
naturally, or capable of being made so, in
jured by flowing, your committee are of opin
ion that the provisions of our statutes on that
subject ought to be repealed or modified, and
report a bill herewith submitted.
THOS. SAWYER, Jr. Chairman.
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pecially
laying the hopes and prospects of They expect by this io humbug and deceive
he might have done to prevent it. Not that he is I
”
Un longer, and induce them still
----- -------------- Mr. Fail-field prostrate.
Mr. Fail-field
prostrate.”
the people ~still
COMMUNICATIONS.
PROBATE NOTICES,
convicted of having stated a falsehood, by the'
Now it is well known that a negative-----is not to submit to a most-----corrupt
and oppressive
1^-w ««■(<«
V013I V O
statement of F. O. J. Smith, bat that he is proved
For the Gazette & Palladium.
easily proved.
P-** we
•*"*
—of
'*r government,
- ----- .................................
*
But
deny that tkcrc
there has system
which destroys
the At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with
- by that statement to have known of the quarrel,
been any political meeting In the town of' business of the country and keeps thousands,
in and fur the County of York, on the first
and to have had the best reason for believing
Shapleigh for the last two years, except those who are ready aiid willing to work, without
The
busy
haying
season
being
a
little
pastj
Monday in August, in the i/e’ar of our Lord
that a duel between Cilley and Graves was in
eighteen hundred and thirty eight, by the Hon.
progress Mr. Smith says “ the first information We seize. our first leisure moments,
. to . pursue holden by the loco focos. They have had any profitable employment. They pretend
that 1 recollect receiving on the subject that led op*‘ enquiries relative to the chiims ol the two the present season. At the last they the whigs own all the money anil all the . WM. A. HAYES, Judge of Sàld Court:
to the duel of Messrs. Grives and Cilley, was Van Buren party (asproclaimed in their boast- chose a committee of twp in each school Bank stock and will not let it out. But how NATHAN D. APPLETON, administrator
communicated to me, during the session of the ed Convention of the people on the 4th) to all district, with directions to those to use eve is the fact ? If so, the whigs did hot get it
of the estate of John Griffin, late of Al
House of Representatives on the day preceding the honesty, and all the industry, &c.: And ry effort to get out all the men and boys in from holding offices, for they have held none, fred, iff said couhty; deceased, having present
the duel, by the Hon. John Fairfield, a member jp doing this, we mean no personal disrespect each district and induce them to attend the but have been excluded for the last ten years. ed his first account of administration of the es
of the House, from Maine.
He informed me that
to the gentlemen whose names we are com lory caucus at Alfred on the fourth of July, But it is not so. Judge Hayes is probably tate of said deceased for allowance ; and
Mr. G. had been the bearer of a challenge to Mr.
pelled to use ; but when a body of men sol and adjourned their meeting to Alfred in the richest man in the County;
His hogs also his private Recount against said estate i
C. from Col. W and that C.’s answer lo Mr G.
of .iioouivmg
dissolving ii.
it. This
same cuiiHijiuee
committee are always fat.
ORDERED—That the said administrator
x ma Bailie
He is a large owner of
emnly resolve, and publish to the world that stead. vi
declining to receive Col. W.'s challenge, was not i
...»v Mr.
.... Graves it 1 hey themselves, are “ the poor, the honest, the of two were to have charge of all the voters ! Bank slock. Does any onb believe him sin- give notice to dll persons interested, by caus
satisfactory to Mr. G. and that
“challenge Mr.'cii- laboring, productive class in society;” and in their districts and have them out at the cere and honest, when he firofesses a willing- ing a copy of this order to be published
was
September election.
I
.
•
•
.
•
ness to
give
it up, lose
it, for the dear peo thiee weeks sitcbessively in the Kenne
ley-’ ■ The article m the Argus copied into the Uuit their opponents the Whigs, are the Aris
We are unable to say who is the author of ple ? Has he been in the habit ofgiving up % bunk Gazette, printed at Kenhebuhk, in
Democrat and to which our attention has been tocracy, money changers, drones, speculators,
earnestly invited, dues not deny that this state office seekers,” &c. &c. they must expect we the communication to the Argus above nam How is it with all the rest who make such said County, that they may appear dt a Pro
ment is true
1Lstates that “ there is nothing in slmll enquire tf these things are so. In thus ed. We are unwilling to believe it is from loud professions of their own kindness and bate Court tu be held at Alfred in skid coun
Mr. Smith’s testimony, artful as it
conflicting doing, they invite examination, they publicly one of our quondam candidates for the Leg liberality, and excellent qualities ? Is it not ty; on the first Mondhy of September next;
with Faiifieid’s,” thul he was informed there was challenge investigation ; and we do but lake islature, who not finding “ fools” enough to true that “empty barrels sound the loudest ?” at ten of the clock in the fdrerioon, and shew
to be a duel “near 12 o’clock on Saturday, the
up the guautlet, which they have thus thrown send him there, was, after repeated trials,
cause, if any they hâté, wbÿ the same should
day the duel was fought.” So it says, and says
found among the missing. We have no ev
down to us.
»
hot be allowed.
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
also,, there is nothing in Fairfield's statement
One of the most respectable and influential idence that it was written or instigated, by a
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
conflicting with Smith’s. Smith’s is more lull
A true copy;—Attest,
and states facts that Fail field does not stale, and leaders of the party, and one who rendered witless, aspiring young demagogue, who has
Il has been said that when the LocóS aré
John SkeeLé, Register.
perhaps was bound to stale., in answer to the ques himself conspicuous at the above named meet been in vain wandering over the Slate to find about to do a “ dirty deed,” they raise the
Abgitst IL
tion put by Mr. Wise.
We are to presume the ing, by a violent phillippic against Banks and business or promotion, and has come perhaps hue and cry, that the whigs are doing the
article above referred to was prepared under the strong professions of love for the dear people, to offer himself for the suffrages of the “ fools
same thing: A little attention to this subject At a Court of Probate held at Kennebuiik, with
eye of Mr. Fairfield, as it is republished in the is Judge Hayes of South Berwick.
of Shapleigh.” And we think it ought not
will enable the people to know pretty well
in and for the County of York, on thefirsi.
paper in his neighborhood, and that it makes the
to
have
come
from
those
who
are
specula

And now we ask what are bis peculiar
Monday in August, in the year of oiir Lord
best of the case. It docs not stale in what thft claims to the character which he and his par ting in (he Surplus of the town to the great what these deceivers are doing, According
ly it will be found that the party brgan com
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by the.
4‘ urt" of Mr. Smith consists in his testimony. It
ty have arrogated to themselves ? We have injury of its industrious and honest inhabi menced its Cries about whig electioneering,
is not denied that it is true. If there were any
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
tants. But whoever the author may be, he just at the time that the Ex-Jailer sat off “ to
heard
his
intimate
friends
estimate
his
prop

material errors, they would no doubt have been
Court :
erty at nearly 100,000 dollars. Il’tbis be true, may rest assured that the whigs of Shapleigh wear out obe good horse” in the service; and
pointed out.
UNICE TAYLOR, administratrix of the
are
not
to
be
frightened
by
a
newspaper
libel,
he
is
probably
the
richest
man
in
the
Coun

Mr Fail field then was not informed there was
the Ex-Sheriff finding one horse inadequate
estate bf Elias S. Taylor, late of Kennebut
will
be
found
doing
their
duty
nextSep

ty
of
York.
to be a duel till “ near 12 o’clock on Saturday,
to his increasing duties, purchased another ;
bunk-port; in said county, deceased, having
Is he not also emphatically a Bank man, tember, “ the hopes and prospects” of the and their worthy coadjutor; the Constable
the day the duel was fought.” That is, he was not
presented her first account of fldniinistration
certain of it. He did not know as Mr Graves President of a Bank, principal manager of a gag-law candidate to the contrary notwith- and keeper of the “ Loco Manufactory” in
of the estate of said deceased fof allowance :
would obtain a rifle —But he did know on Friday Bank, and owner of Slock to a great amount standing.
Alfred, received a large supply of liquid
ORDERED—That thé said administratrix
before, that the answer of Cilley to Graves was in Banks and other privileged “ monopolies Many voters in Shapleigh who know a thing
“ combustibles” from Boston, for important give notice to all persons interested, by caus
not satisfactory and that “ Mr. G. it was suppos by which the rich are made richer and the
or two.
and special purposes.
ing a copy of this order to be published three
ed, would challenge Mr. C.”
The presump
poor, poorer,?” And does he not receive an
Also when the Governor of New Hamp weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
tion is that he knew quite as much as lie commu
Sam, said a miller one day to a boy who
annual income from Banks greater than the
shire is writing electioneering letters into
nicated to Smith, and probably much more, as he
came with a grist, they say you are a fool, Maine ; and when the whole loco party, in zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
was a particular friend of Cilley, but not of Smith nett proceeds of any farm, or any two farms
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
how
is
it
?
1
don
’
t
know,
said
Sam,
there
in
this
county
?
Is
he
not
and
lias
he
not
for
Then was the proper time for him to have inter
that state, are lending all their efforts and be held at Alfred, in said bounty, o'n (he first
are
some
things
1
know,
and.,
some
I
don
’
t
fered, and to have remonstrated with his friend years, been an Office-holder ? Andis there
straining every nerve to carry our Stale, the
What do you know and what don’t Democrat and other papers raise the cry that Monday bf September heXt, at ten of the
against the rash step he was about to lake. He not now, in the gift of the people of this know.
clock iii the forenoon, and shew caüèe, if any
you
know,
said
the
miller.
I
know
the
mil

should not have wailed till the challenge was sent County, an office which it has been at least
the whigs of New Hampshire are interfering they have, why the same should not be al
and accepted, the weapons procured, the arrange suspected, that be would not very strongly or ler’s hogs are always fat, but I don’t know
with our elections in the border towns I I!
lowed.
whose corn they are fatted on.
ments made, and the parlies in an omnibus on perseveringly decline ?
Attest,—John Skeele, Register.
their wav to the field of blood. He should not have
But we ask again how has this great prop
It is thought that not less than 25,000 In
A true copy—Attest,
waited for Cilley to come to him.
Cilley’s
erty been acquired ?
Has it not been col
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
John Skeele, Register.
dians have fallen victims to the small pox
mind was disturbed and excited, and he would
lected mainly in the practice of law, and thus
August 11.
naturally enough consider the silence of his
the
Assineboines
are
said
to
be
extinct,
and
drawn from the pockets of the poor, and the
The Democrat says, “ the nearer we ap
friends, at such a crisis, as a token of approbation.
Has he not grown rich upon proach a community of Banks and Manufac the Blackfeet nearly so. The disease has rag At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with
Mr. Fairfield might well have said to him that unfortunate ?
in and for the County of York, on the first
the nearer we ap ed with fearful violence, and will not proba
the public sentiment in the North would not tol the misfortunes of the “ poor, the laboring, the turing establishments,
Monday in August, in the year of dur Lord
We do not ask proach a hot-bed of Federalism,” and refers
erate duelling, and that it would be ruinous to him productive class of society ?”
bly stop short of the Pacific Ocean.
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by thé Hon.
This is
if he should succeed in killing Mr. Graves, ruin if he has done this by fraud, or by any means to South Berwick as an example.
WM. A. HAYES) Judge of sdid Court :
ous to his character and to his happiness.
He usually deemed unjustifiable by the profes rather an unkind cut at Win. A. Hayes, Esq.
O^The Mechanic Fair,—by the Maine
lizabeth clark, administratrix of
could have called in his friends, and if necessary sion.
But we do ask when a man claims to The Judge is President, Director and Stock
Mechanic
Association,
—
will
be
held
at
Port

the arm of the la w. We do not wish to press he peculiarly the friend of the people, if he holder of the South Berwick Bank, and also
the estate of Edward Clark, late ot
Mr. Fairfield unjustly, but we think he has been should not be able to shew some peculiar
Wells, in said county, deceased, having pre-,
interested in the manufactory in that town. land on the 24th of September. No other
unjust to the whole Whig party in this business.
proofs of it ? And we ask too, if he has been If there be any federal pollution arising from Fair of the kind is to be held in New Eng- sented her first account of administration of
He has endeavored to make this duel, as we think,
the estate of said deceased for allowance :
such a friend of the poor and tmfortiinaie, as in those establishments, he must therefore par land this year.
a political hobby, and has sent hundreds of the
ORDERED—That the said administratrix
We thought, till now, the Judge
pamphlets entitled the “Martyrdom of Cilley,” all cases to avoid making cost when it could take of it.
The Great Western arrived at New York give notice to all persons ihterested, by caus
under his own frank to the electors of this State. he done ; ami in all other cases to make as lit claimed to be a Democratic Republican, and
That pamphlet gives a most grossly false view tle cost as possible ? And we ask all those un that the “ Democrat” recognized him as such. on the 5th inst. in 14£ days from Bristol. ing a copy ot this order to be published three
weeks successively mi the Kennebunk Ga
of the case, and Mr. Fairfield must have known fortunate men who have fallen into the hands We remember the beautiful while washing This is her third voyage.
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in' said county,
it. And his friend in the Democrat should not of the lawyer, if they have found bills of cost he received a few weeks since at the hands
speak of his exalted notions, “ his high and holi7 at the Office of Hayes & Cogswell, decidedly of this same “ Democrat.”
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
Besides this is
O^We omit several editorial articles, pre
regard to duty,” while he gives circulation to lower than in other Offices, ami especially in calculated to spoil the effect of the Judge’s
be held at Alfred, in said ebunty, on the
the infamous slanders and falsehoods contained the Offices of the whig .Lawyers.
4thofJuly speech—which, we understand, pared for this number, to make room for our first Monday of September next, at ten of the
in the above named pamphlet.
clock in the forenoon; and shew cause, if
Finally, we ask every Unprejudiced and was full of the same kind of rodomontade correspondents.
We blame Mr. Fairfield for attempting to bring
any they have; why the same should not be
impartial man, if. every epithet (Drones ex which graces the columns of that paper. It
a reproach upon
whole Whig party and upon
ting allowed.
all their principles and acts, in consequence of cepted) which the Judge and his party, by is true be abused only the U. S. Bank, Nicho
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
The whigs, and all others opposed to the
lliis unfortunate and lamentable duel. We can their published resolution, have endeavoured las Biddle and the ricA men in New York,
A true copy—Attest,
not admit that lie hYs acted in all this affair, up to fasten on the whigs, is not as applicable to Boston, &c. who are a great ways off—but measures of the National Administration, in
John Skeele, Register.
on moral or Christian principle, lint we think it him as to any whig in the County of York ? did not come quite so near home as South Kennebunk, are requested to meet at Wash
August 11.
]t seems that our former enquiries have Berwick.
isftjiiv proved Ibai he has acted the part of a
Tell us, Mr. “Democrat,” is ington Hall, on Thursday evening next,
zealous and lod:.¡■
o Lzan. and that he did excited the wrath of the belligerent chairman Judge Hayes a true blue Hartford Convention August 16) at half past 7 o’clock, to nominate«
Pockel-SJooii JLosti
not take heed to th» precept “ Let him that is to whom they related. Now our object in Federalist, or a dyed in the wool 'Democrat— ctmdidate to be supported for Representative
OST, on Wednesday, 8th inst. between
these enquiries is to draw attention to the and if the latter, what consistency or truth is in the next State Legislature, and to consider
Wellsand Saco, a Calf-skin PocketIt is a perversion of language to call Mr. Cilley
subject, to set people to thinking, that they there in your remarks ?
and act upon any other questions that may
Book, containing a hundred dollar bill, oh
a martyr.
He was ns much a murderer as Mr.
may form an opinion of their own. We by
OBSERVER.
come before the meeting.
Blackstone Canal Bank, Providence,—thirty
Graves in the Christian code.
He aimed and
no means say or infer that these questions
Kennebunk, Aug. 11, 1838.
or fifty dollars, in fives and perhaps one or
discharged the deadly weapon deliberately and
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
two tens, all Rhode Island money, excepting
repeatedly with the intent to kill, and the guilt are to he answered in the affirmative. Far
HYMENEAL.
was the same in the eye of Heaven, whether he from it. Let the people answer according
two fives on a Portsmouth Bank,—a memo
The editor of the Saco Democrat thinks a
hit or missed, his object. Mr. Fairfield has at to their own unbiassed judgment.
randum book,—and it is believed a one dol
MARRIED-In
Biddeford,
Mr.
William
Smith,
tempted to push an appeal to the passions instead
We have certainly fallen on evil times if an confinement in the penitentiary would have
lar Taùritotï bill.
Whoever has found said
of the reason of men, and it now recoils upon Idin officer of the General Government may pub been as useful in qualifying a man lor a place to Miss Harriet Dennett.
Pocket Book and Will return it, with its con
most justly.
licly brand a whole party as “ aristocrats, in Congress, as twelve or twenty years prac
tents, to the office of the Kennebunk Gazette,
OBITUARY^
shall be handsomely regarded for their hon
The August« Age (V. B.) has the follow money changers, drones, speculators, office tising law. The Locos have a poor opinion
seekers, &c., and The People must not so of the Judges as Schoolmasters, especially
DIED—In Alfred, 2d inst. Miss Mary Ha££' esty and trouble.
ing paragraph in relation to the investiga- much as question the truth of this declaration, since their decision last winter that they must Farn
,um, aged 35 years.
OLIVER K.WILBUR.
or enquire if some of these epithets are not at I go by the record, and that it could not be
tiou
In Berwick, 3d inst. after a short and distress
August 8, 1838.
ing
illness,
Mr.
R
euben
H
ayes
,
aged
69
years.
least
equally
applicable
to
him.
altered
1
or
expunged.
And
there
are
not
a
few
“ The Democrats were anxious to have
In SaCo, 1st inst. Martha Ann, daughter of
We now ask whether Mr. Palmer will prove who have an instinctive aversion to all courts,
Alfred Academy.
the Report primed that it might go before
HE Fall Term of this Institution will
the people. This was the great “ object” of his good feelings and good maimers by an not only of those in, but many that are out of Mr. Jeremiah Heim, aged 1 year and 11 months.
In
Biddeford,
August
7,
Mrs.
Jane
Johnson.
commence on Thursday the 13th day
the Investigation.
In order to get nt the humble apology to Mr. Lord whom he has the penitentiary. It is perfectly natural.
Wife of Mr. James W. Johnson, aged 35 years.
For he
of September next. Mr. George P. Jefferds’,'
printing, they had to move to lay the Report greatly and wrongfully abused ?
‘‘ No man e’er felt the halter draw
In Limerick, 15th ult. Miss Rebecca, daughter
a member of the Senior class in Bowdoirt
With good opinion of the law.”
on the table—a motion which cut off* all the may rest assured that these enquiries are those
of the late Mr. Simeon Adams, aged 22 years.
cavilling motions ami special pleas of the of a poor and humble individual in the interior
In York, 2d parish, 29th ult. Mr. Hannah Jun College, has been engaged by the Trustees to’
It is no doubt true that the reputation of
take charge of the Academy
Preceptor.
federal members.
The motion made was of the County, and not of one only, but of
the whole profession of lawyers has suffered kins, aged 43 years.
MANY.
N.D. APPLETON, Sec’y.
In Webster, Mass. Mr. Asa Hill, son of Mr.
two-fold—1st, to lay on the table, 2nd, to
in consequence of the vile conduct of some
Samuel Hill of Eliot.
Alfred, August 7,1838.
print. Upon the first clause, Mr. Fairfield
of its members. But we think no profession
On board ship Edmund Perkins, on the pas
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
did not vote—upon the second he voted yea ;
at this moment suffers more for the villainy
sage from Havre to Boston, of consumption, Mr.
fcider Vinegar,
and thus accomplished the great object of
of some of its members than that of printers. John Smith, of Biddeford, Me.
foreign Insolence.
OR sale by
placing the facts in possession of his constiiAn unprincipled and dishonest editor has the
The Tory and Sub-Treasury organ at Sa
WILLIAM LORD & Ca.
arents and of the people.”
meansof doing more extensive and irrepara
August 11,1838.
'
co, complains because a New Hampshire
. SHIP NEWS.
ble mischieftban an unprincipled and dishon
Here it is admitted that the Democrats (V.
Editor has expressed an opinion in relation
est
lawyer.
And
there
is
no
such
thing
as
KENNEBUNK,
AUGUST
11,
1838.
B. men) “ were anxious to have the report to the votes of some of the Counties in Maine
COOKING STOVE.
printed that it might go before the people ;” at the next election, as though there was any computing the amount of mischief which a
Cooking Stove, marked “ C. W.” was;
MEMORANDA.
pensioned press has brought upon the people
But
brought from Boston, in the schooner
Saco, Aug. 2—Arrived, schs. Mercator,
that “this was the great object of the investiga thing unusual or reprehensible in this.
of this nation.
it forgets to inform the people ot the in
Smith, Boston ; Charles, Hill, do. ; Mayflower,
Ploughboy of this? port, on the 22d of May,
tion.” . Mr. Fairfield did not vote on the mo
Emery,
do.
;
3d,
schs.
Elizabeth,
Leavitt,
do.
;
solent interference of Isaac Hill, the Gov
1837, and remains in the possession of the
For the Gazette.
tion to lay on the table,—he was absent,— ernor of New Hampshire, with the affairs of
Packet, Hartley, do. ; Maine, Smith, do. ; Hud subscriber, unclaimed. The owner is request
son,
Clark,
do.
;
5th,
schs.
Adno,
March,
do.
;
but when the motion to print was taken im Maine in his letter to the Committee of ar
ed to prove property, pay charges and taka
Jere. Bradbury has held an office in this Isabella, Stevenson, New York ; Dwarf, Emery, it away. Apply to
•
mediately afterwards, he was present and rangements of the Portland Tory Dinner on
Boston.
—
Sid.
Aug.
1st,
schs.
Victory,
Harden,
county
twenty-six
years,
as
Clerk
and
Col

EBENEZER WEBBER.
voted. It should be borne in mind that three the 4th of July, wherein lie has the impu lector of York, and has received no doubt Dennis ; Dwarf, Emery, Boston ; 4th, schs.
dence to speak of the “ misrule” of Governor
Kennebunk, August 11, 1838.
Echo, Jordan,do. ; Norway, Gilpatrick, Pictou,
of the committee rejused to sign this report.
Kent’s administration, and to utter the vilest from $30,000 to $50,000 for his services. N.S. .
It Will be recollected that Mr. Wise, to slanders and falsehoods against the people Mr. Hobbs, who has been appointed Clerk in
Manufactory.
At Ponce, 20th ult. brig Cadmas, Hutchins,
wards the close of the session, endeavored to of a sovereign State. In this letter, after his place this year, is quite as competent to
Turks Island, 2,
call up ibis report, but did not succeed. Mr. charging the people here with being do the duty as Mr. Bradbury and has never
Sid. from Trinidad, 13th ult. brig Swiss Boy,
Fairfield was not there to aid him in his ef influenced by money sent from abroad, he held an office before. Mr. Herrick has held an Blaisdell, Cowes
forts ; did not stand up “ fearlessly’’ and with adds : “ May vigilance and perseverance from office over twenty years, and will hold the
At Antwerp,8th ult., Diantha, Williams, Ha
“ manly independence” to urge upon the this lime until the moment of election, be the office of Register two or three years longer. vana ; Vernon, Murphy, Charleston.
House the importance of definite action.
motto, so that hereafter we may say of the Mr. William C. Allen has held an office elev
We ask the political friends as well as op State of Maine, that one year of misrule was en years, and is succeeded by Mr. Skeele,
Administratrixes Sale.
ponents of Mr. Fairfield to examine his con sufficient to convince her honest citizens that who has held no Stale office before and is quite
O be sold at Auction by order of Court,
duct it) this business with candor and atten a party standing on no belter ground than as competent as Mr. Allen. Mr. Israel Chadon Friday the thirty-first day of August
tion—to extenuate nothing and to set noth venality and corruption, is unworthy the bourne has held an office ten or fifteen years
C. W. KIMBALL
instant, at the store of Bryant & Warren in
ing down in malice.
Was his conduct ascendency.” Here we have the undisguis and is succeeded by Col. Morrell of Limer
OULD inform the inhabitants of Ken
Kennebunk, at one o’clock, P. M. so much of
throughout honorable to him as a man—as a ed, insulting interference ofa Loco foco Chief ick, who has never held an office before,K and is
nebunk and vicinity, that he has ta
the real estate of George Hussey, deceased,
legislator ? After the investigation had been Magistrate of a neighboring Slate, a “ Pen every way well qualified in mind, manners,
ken the building in Kennebufik adjoining
as will raise the sum $170—consisting of a
principles
and
character
for
the
office
he
made, and a report, signed by the Van Buren sion Agent” atid Post office contractor, who
Bryant & Warren’s, Apothecaries, formerly
-members of the Committee only, had been has grown rich upon the people’s money; now holds. Judge Hayes has held an office lot of wood land situated in Kennebunk port, occupied as a Bake-HoUse, and has fitted it
containing about twelve acres more or less,
printed and circulated, was it not his duly, charging the whigs with venality and corrup some eight or ten years, and has been a real
adjoining land of John Lord and others, being up in good order for the above named busi
<iid not even common respect to the people, tion, and with shameless effrontery attacking; Simon pure ever since Mr. Seaver promised
the same the deceased purchased of D. C. ness. CARRYALLS and LIGHT WAG
require
of him to obtain or attempt
.
. to obtain I our State administration. We ask the hon- to send him to the Legislature from South Burleigh.
GONS, of any style, built to order and war
Mr. Clifford has held an office
the assent ofa majority at least of the Rep-1 est, independent Electors of Maine to look Berwick.
ranted.
—ALSO—
A.
WARREN,
Auctioneer.
resentatives
of the People
to tthe
p.v... Q
it.o statements
. ..
,UH| (jeieimine whether they will sub and been in the Legislature seven years.
Chaise Repairing & Painting,
Kennebunk, Aug. 8,1838.
and reasonings it contained ? And in fading mit to such abuse and insult. 1 know they Barnabas Palmer has held an office fifteen
done at short notice and on the most reasona
to do iso, does he not justly render himself li will not. But will rebuke in a voice of thun or twenty years, and made out of it, proba
Sheriff’s Sale.
ble term’s.
—also—
able to the opprobrium of laboring to Con der at the polls in September these detesta bly, as many thousand dollars, including York ss....rF^^^ on ^xecuff°n
fa- SLEIGHS, from the Trig Buggy down to*
vert the melancholy death of his colleague in- ble demagogues, these would besub-treasu- agencies. Joshua Herrick has held an office
1
A vour of James Lord of Ken the old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly
to a political instrument—of descending to a rers, who would trample on their rights and seven or eight years.
Now these are the nebunk, in said county, trader, all the right in on hand, and will be sold as cheap as can be.
course repulsive to every noble and manly destroy their liberties.
men who are crying out against the whigs as equity whtchr Rufus Day, of Sanford, in said purchased in this State. Variods kinds
feeling for the purpose of aiding his party?
“ office-holders, money-changers, bankrupts county, yeoman, has to redeem the Farm on LUMBER taken in part payment.
And issuch a man deserving the suffrages of
and drones.” These are the men who are which he now lives, situated in said Sanford,
March 28, 1838.
For the Gazette & Palladium.
the people for the highest office in the State ?
spending their whole time in endeavoring to on the road leading from Kennebunk to San
Il he would stoop so low as a member of
make the people believe that they are the on ford corner, and the same will be sold at
REMOVAL^
Mr. RfcMicn—- We noticed a communica ly true republicans, and that republicanism is Public Vendue at the store of Bryant and
Congress to aid his party, what can we ex
JOHNSON has removed his stock of
pect from him as Governor ? Is it not reas tion in the Argus of the 24th and in the Spir in danger, when it is only that some of them Warren in said Kennebunk, on Saturday the
• Drugs, and Medicines, &c. to the
onable to suppose that the interests of parry it of’38
. of
.......
the ............................
31st ult. stating
B ___
that “ a few have lost their offices, and the others expect to first day of September next, at two o’clock in building opposite thè York County House, in’
would be paramount to every other ?—The s federal fools, such fools aS Shapleigh produc- lose theirs. This is the heighth and length afternoon ; the same being under the incum Alfred, where he will continue to keep con
•people of Maine have too much at stake, [ es, had a solemn conclave ih the town of and depth of their patriotism. For this they brance of a mortgage.
stantly on hand, and for sale on good terms,
■they are too wise, too patriotic, to intrust Shapleigh for the purpose of putting down are willing to revile all their political oppo
A. WARREN, D. Sheriff.
good assortment of articles iti his line.
«uch a man with the control of their affairs;
the democracy of that part of the State, es- nents and all their measures, the j ear round. ‘
August 10,1838.
Alfred, July.30, .1.838; .
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dear daughter, continued the Abbess, I will
DR. S. O. RICHARDSON’S BIT Z\N LOW SPIRITS.-Low spirits is
Dr. Braodrcth’s
MR. BOND’S SPEECH.
say bou, and thou shall say ger ; and thou vegetable universal pills « TERS, OF SOUTH READING,
®certain state of the mind accompanied
MASS.
shalt say fou, and I will say ter. According
[Continued from 1st page ]
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
ESTABLISHED IN 1751,
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and
Science should oontribut» to health.
to have been created for special favorites: one ly, the Abbess giving th® pitch note ou bou,
HE most safe and effectual family medi
^argarettaiesp&nded gw ; Margeretta contin
the worst consequences imagined. Aiicitiq
pf riiem under the law authorizing the Pres
Melliiute#
1
’
va
east
full
treaty
y«ars
aaido
cine for diseases v.’hich it proposes to medical writers supposed this disease to be
ident to sign land patents by an agent, instead ued with fou, and the Abb&ss drawled cut
And am agate a boy. Every brt-ali
cure, Utnt has ever been discovered. The
confined to those particular regions of the abOfair that iraia&lea tferougii ths wind®w be&m
of doing it as heretofore, in person. If he ter ; but «still tho mules stood. They do aot
different roots and rare plants composing
Unusual oior.—Proper's MirawtU.
domen, technically called hypochondria,
could not find time to do this duty, as Mr. underetand us, cried Marg&reila; but the
this medicine ha«e been collected and predevil
does,
said
the
Abbess.
And,
£
ihiuk,
which are situated on the right or left side of
Adams and all his predecessors did, then it
fllUE
unprecedented
.
, - , .
. success
,
• which
...» has i Parad
great care by Dr. S. O. Richard- that cavity, whence comes the name hypo,
Mr.
Sp®ak®r,
that
these
reforuaing
Secretaries
would have been better to dispense with the
resulted from
t-®r0Ki the adopnou of Bran-1 son> gon a|1(j SUCCiWSor of jjr>
Richardson,
will
find
that
they
are
anderslood
in
tbair
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signature altogether, as you b®ve done with
dreth’s Pills, during a period of upwards ot 85 [ Tbe distinguisbed character of these Bitters, chondriasis.
VPiiru
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oi't rnni-il titucu
nttruo
.Y .
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SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal
that of the Commissioner of the General Land tent mode of reform, and particularly, that years,
the »in
numerous
cures |i' •is most striking,
.. extraordinary
.
their operation being more
VOL. Xi
Office. The President’s name now is not the People will not b® gulled into Ui® Hpi>rov- which they have periortned upon hundreds [ 01. |ess pOweiqu|, according to the violence of symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or
even written by his proxy, as it should be, al of an urt*uiboiized expeuditui® by divid o individuals whom they have rescued from i lh(i disease> When use(j in a|ip,.0JJliate uan. bowels, acrid emulations, cusiiveuess, spas- I
ing its amount amoag th® Departmems.
medic pains, giddiness, dimness ui sight, pa|. !
but is written by some clerk in the Land Of
By this lime, 1 think it is apparent that the almost inevitable death alter they had been (ilV) in cases ofs|igJ)t derangements of the I pitations, and often an utter inability ol fixing
Br
fice, and the whole service of the proxy or duty
incurable by
devolves on the gentleman from New i pronounced
I
- the most eminent of
. ,[stomach and bowels, caused by costiveness
A Nt) MA
agent consists in his writing his own name 1 Yoik, (Mr. C.nt.r.1.»,,) not only to account! >''» fneu ly-wurrants the propnelor ol tins
the attention upon any subject of importance
, or a slight bilious complaint, and the like,
PUBLISHED EVE
For this he is paid 1500 dollars per annum ! for l.iVroting «gainst tbe .ne.sore in regard i Vegetable Un.versal Medtcme, n. warmly and
or engaging in anything that demands vigor
i where nature needs assistance to prevent more
The place is held by one of the President’s to the compensation of members, but also I oonscietmonsly recormnemltt.g it to the esJAMI
or courage. Alsu languidness—the mind be
.
i
ii
serious
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scarcely
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sons, and it is an indirect mode of increasing
(fficeon the Main-Si
jejt . on d)e conlra|.y ¡n obstinate cases they comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, inel- j
why it is that “ a judicious system of reform” pectal
............ notice
“ of the public.
the President’s salary. The compensation is
Dr. Br.mdreth w.shes m.mk.i.d .0 consider o
te „,ore p()WJ|’il| caush ,
or lh„X aticholy, and dejected, accompanied with a
terms of the
too high, under any circumstances. For a has not been instituted by his friends, “ the this truth, that health so ely depends ot. .he evaculllil,„s daily, ..mil .he . ............
fh.i.l | total derangement of the nervous system.-, i
¡Two dollars per i
Executive
officers themselves,” whereby the
service requiring neither skill nor talent, and
terest will be ch<
state ol purity in which the blood is kept, ev- llec01nes p(,rifle([ This oceol,ip|ishe,i; they | The menial feelings and peculiar train of
main unpaid at
employing a very small portion of this young country might realize what was promised by erypartof the body bemg supplied daily w.th acto„lhe
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report
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“
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one
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third of the number of clerks in the several new blood Iron, the lood consumed, conse- food> receiving mutual ass.suu.ee muil the
(tier, until all acre
than many of the Governors and other high
vershy.
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men
areas
The publisher do
Departments, with safety to the public inter quently, according to the pureness ol the 'constitution is 1 estored to a state of health,
officers in the several states do !
|y error in any a
blood, so must the state of the body be more /fhis n,edicine is of such a nature that it may open to this affliction as the weakest.
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it to
cold. They preclude the i strengthen the body, and to enliven thespirnient sojourn for a gentleman wishing to vis partment. The General Post Office, as it
its, which may he promoted by exercise, ear
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it London. The duties of this place might
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purifiers of the blood, there will be no doubt
Publie Érpeni
well have been discharged by ordinary cor ly toescape the censure, but to enlist the when it is considered that they have gained the public are advised to take in large quan versation. The bowels (it costive) being cate-1
Government fro
respondence, but at all events they are such as praise, ot that fault-finding era. I leave it for their present very extensive sale by their own tities by some practitioners, which serve on fully regulated by the occasional use ofa
the House of Rt
could justly be required at the hands of our those who were familiar with the motives intrinsic merit ; proved by the numerous cures ly to debilitate the patient and doom him to ! mild aperient.
We know nothing better
In
resident Minister at London. It cannot be and political currents of that day, to account which they have accomplished in every vari be pill-swallower to the end of his days.
all those prevalent diseases called Dyspep ¡calculated to obtain ibis end than Dr. Win,
Reim
overlooked that Richard Rush was Secretary for this. The committee said of it—“ The ety of diseases.
| levans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer
sia, Liver complaint, Dizziness or Headuch,
of the Treasury, and received the censure efficiency ot this branch of the public service
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its abuses. 1 refer gentlemen to the files, and accomplished, doses sufficient to cause two or physicians, who have visited him from variNavy Department.
re ported “ that the
will not dwell on the various abuses which three copious evacuations daily, will soon re ous parts of the United States, among whom
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1 ,at vv'u‘st many medicine«
Let us next compare the Navy Department. were designated and established. Their e- move the disease, and the constitution will be it may not be improper to state are rnany ; "’1,c" are reco,urnfA1,^d to the public, have j
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vy in 1828, employed in his Department ing money on public account by the Post vigor.
rt(i|only a gradual
inces, who have been cured by using his cel-11- lt,e a,e ?' 'T18
*l would be great in- j
seven clerks, besides the chief .clerk. The master General, without law or authority,
of iilerks, but for ai
These Pills are recommended by thousands ebrated medicine. This medicine may be JUi’tlce ,n<!ee<*’;,n<‘suic,(lal prejudice loinsalary of the Secretary, and the compensa alarmed the country.
ficiency of their la
But bad as all this of persons whom they have cured of Con had in packages at 50 cents, or put up in a li-1 \° \e’
111 !1 common condemnation,
tion of the clerks and messengers, amounted was, and used, as the pecuniary patronage sumption, Influenza, Colds, Indigestion, Dys quid form at 75 cents. Be careful of whom I j.'“1,
en a ",e'l,ci“e comes endorsed with
Reports of E.
to 17,250 dollars. The Department has been had been, to confer personal benefits on fa pepsia, Headache, Pains, and a sense of full you purchase, as a great number of base utt-1
1 1e
“«'»'cs that have adorned the
Jut
other discr
held for many years, and is still managed by vorites, until the disorder and insolvency ol
• l',e medical profession, and w«rness in the back part of the head, usually the principled pedlars are going about the coun- a,llld
feieiion and practice
Mr. Dickerson, who was a member of the the Department became apparent ; still the
7 "’c seal and sigmittire of long and
symptoms of the apoplexy, Jaundice, Fever try deceiving persons by selling them rank |
to (ofe noticed. It
committee, in the Senate, from whom came political uses which had been made of the
ami Ague, bilious, typhus, and common Fevers counterfeit Richardson’s Bitters, mostly put u,"’or,nt success, its proprietor makes no un- I
point of the gentlem
that famous report on Executive patronage, appointing patronage were not disclosed, and
of ail kinds, Asthma, Gout, Rheumatism, ner up in phials. The genuine are sold whole-! r,easo,n,b e 'le«i.am upon the public coatiCi&ibrelerig,) and
to which 1 first referred. He employs eight now never will be. The present Postmaster
°
i0*' ** S,,perior
'
vous diseases, Liver complaints, Pleurisy, in sale ami retail at my office, No. 15, Hanover j ^£’(¡011"
he practice intro
clerks besides the chief clerk ; and his salary General, Amos Kendall, tells us in his ac
ward weakness, depression of the spirits, Rup Street, Boston.
Also
by
of !he Departments
with the compensation of his clerks and mes count ot the iafe destruction of that Depart
‘
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PREPARATION
of
tures, Inflammation, sore Eyes, Fits, Palsy,
Bryant & Warren, and Samuel Jordan,!
tluhlr clerks or hei
sengers, amounts to 18,850 dollars. And at ment by fire, that all the books, papers and
Dropsy, Small Pox, Measles, Croup, Coughs, Kennebunk ; Seth Hatch, John H. Spear, Dr. Wm. Evansis undeniably entitled to this
co odensing them, a
this very session, he demands more clerks, files of the Department were saved, except
’
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distinction,
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w
hilst
no
medical
onWhooping Cough, Quinsy, Cholic, Cholera and Barak Maxwell, Wells ; Samuel A. Doug
tia iay their ovvtf con
and an increase in the salary of some of those the “ files” of the “ appointment office,” and
thorny
in
existence
condemns
it,
every
modi,
Morbus, Gravel, Worms, Dysentary, Deaf lass, York ; John A. Berry, Saco ; Jeremiah
tic if bad. has ne’
he already has.
that these were destroyed !
ness, ringing noises in the Head, King’s Evil, Lord, North Berwick ; Beiij. F. Chadbourn«, cal practitioner that is acquainted with it,
daisy indulged in bj
The committee censure Mr. Secretary
Scrofula, Erysipelas or St. Anthony’s Fire, Alfred ; Thomas S. Bowles, Buxton; Jona freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues;
thtitjanswers to the
Removals from Office.
Southard for unnecessary expense in sub
thi ii House ahundt
In the first six years of General Jackson’s Salt Rheum, White Swellings, Ulcers, some of than Rumery, Hollis ; Chase Taylor, Water and that the latter should do so in opposition |
scription fur newspapers for the Department.
to their personal interests, must be attributed I
mcie remarkable co
They specify, under this head, 624 dollars 43 Administration, about 1300 postmasters were thirty years standing, Cancers, Tumors, borough ; Mark Noble, Great Falls (Somers either to their candor and love of truth, or to [
tbeiDepaitment of
cents for three years. It now appears thatI' removed from office, and in most of the cas- swelled feet and legs, Piles, Costiveness, all worth) N. If.
their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ohof J ohn H. Eaton, t
Feb. 24, 1838.
ep6m.
Mr. Secretary Dickerson has expended, for I es, without the assignment of any cause.— eruptions of the Skin, frightful Dreams, Fe
'servatton,
and
the
testimony
of
thousands.
male Complaints of every kind, especially ob
wa »called upon to
newspapers and fashionable books and litera When certain members of the committees of
I
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend* that I
structions, relaxations, &c.
sys 'Im, and reduce
Steamer Po r Union ih
ture of the times, in one year, near 700 dollars ; the Senate and House, appointed in 1833-’4,
.
hts
Camomile
Tonic
Pills
will
cure
all
disin i ilfilmenl of the
The thousands who use and recommend
and, including similar expenses of the Navy to investigate the abuses of that Department,
eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad- |
attempted to get at the files and correspond these Pills, is a proof positive of their extra
he nd others had e
Board, near 950 dollars.
i mils that they will not. H& lays no claim to (
of t I, he referred
The committee also condemn the practice ence of this “ appointment office,” with a ordinary and beneficial effects. They in fact
the discovery of the “ Philosopher’s Stone,” )
the) twelves! and her
of extra clerk hire. We find Mr. Dickerson view to ascertain and report whether the assist nature, to do all she can in the curing
and wishes nobody to believe that be sells
“War Depa
not only employing three extra clerks, but reasons lor these removals were prompted by ot every form and symptom of the one only
the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he I
'Sir : I have the
what is far more dangerous, paying extra hire high and just public considerations, or by disease, to which the human frame is sub
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believe,
and
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can
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that
in
debilj
repi As from the se
to one of the regular clerks in the Depart mere party political expediency, they were ject, namely—impurity of the blood, or in
ily and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous
wit \! the War Depai
ment, enjoying, at the time, a salary of 1,760 denied the right by the head of the Depart other words, an impure stale of the fluids.
diseases
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all
kinds
;
in
weakness
of
the
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a resolution of the 5'
dollars^ but to whom is paid, “ for extra ser ment and by the friends of the administration These Pills do indeed * assist Nature’ to all
‘
incipient
consumptions’
the Committee on F
vices as clerk,” the further sum of 429 dollars who composed a majority on one of these she can do for the purification of the human CAPTAIN SETH M. TRIPE I gestive organs, in ii
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whether of the lungs c i or the liver; in the
“ Res;
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’ fiiie,|1 w"b •
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«
and
bill
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for
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of
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much debilitated, that all that can reasonably
Charles A. Wi
for a favorite ?
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w , in ev
466 dollars 86 cents, as paid by the Navy De Mr. Speaker, to your own remarks, and io some who have commenced using the Pills
with any of their esc
partment, in three years, for printing, and con those of your friends, in the debate on Mr. under the most trying circumstances of bodi every Monday, Wednesday and Friday ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease
for , hn additional suj
sut
which is brought on by intemperance ; in
Saunders’s resolution, which I have already ly affliction, when almost every other reme morning, at 7 o’clock, and arriving at Bosdemn it as extravagant.
Bos
fare c!
the wretched horrors of mind and body which
quoted.
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above
all,
I
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to
the
re

dy
had
been
altogether
unavailing,
have
been
The Blue Book of 1837 shows the Navy
ton about 1 o’clock, in season for the Provi
Diploma
from occasional inebriety ; loss of upDepartment, tinder the reformer, Mr. Dicker- marks of the illustrious Madison, unrivalled restored to health and happiness by their dence Railroqd Cars ; and, returning, will1 accrue
petite,
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and
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limbs or side, in corrupt, saL'ow , and
port alleged that our
spirit of our Constitution and laws, and in pu
printing in two years !
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY Thursday and Saturday morning at 7 o’clock, m.cumeiv rompt.
uncomely' complexions, caused by the bad
fore jpi intercourse w
The committee also reported that a “ con rity and honesty of purpose. As early as JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
and arrive at Portsmouth about 1 o’clock, and state of t he fluids
sive, !|nd recommend
........... . *'
5—in all these cases, ami in
siderable sum, varying from 100 to 200 dol 1789, in the memorable debate on the power
in season for the Portland stage.
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
[Others mentioned in t|ie bills of directions
lion ibr the coming
actions
lars, was annually expended by the Secretary of the Executive to remove from office, he
Lines of Stages from Dover, South BerSaco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck,
“ in no case exceedi
of the Navy in the purchase of books for his not only denied the right to exercise this —Sub Agent, Selucus Adams ;
wick and Great Falls, have also been estab given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY
PILLS, in-’
cove ? the expenses o
that the CAMOMILE 'IONIC PILLS
office, most of them having no appropriate power capriciously, and without assigning
fished to meet the boat at Portsmouth.
Lyman, William Huntress;
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a
fice, illerk hire, and
relation to the naval service of the country, adequate reasons, but he thought it would be
Alfred, B. F.Cliadbourne;
Fare between Portsmouth and Boston, $1 50 i ten-hanged occasionally with his APERIENT
FAMILY PILLS, ‘(the best known) which
wha noever.’
•• •* It jr l D k-. .-.A — . .
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guch as reviews, magazines, and other period such a bold assumption of lawless power,
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ;
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Lt,4( us see the pra
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ical publications, and the fashionable litera that he thus expressed himself: “ I own it is
S. Berwick a,,d
$1 75 are sold with them, will
" effect immediate reEmery’s Mills, Aaron Webber;
son, ?ur
,
Minister at
............... »’ a fair period of trial,
ture of the day.” This usage was of course an abuse of power which exceeds my iinaActon Corner, Stephen Merrill ;
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r i a
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111a lperfect
,eriecl e,
cure.
tte. T
1 bis
hs mucn
much is placed beyond
to he abolished.. Has it been ? 1 beg leave gination, and of which 1 can form no ration
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Careful Agents and convenient Stores have a doubt by daily testimonies which would
the tjilenial
• I officers
“
an
to read a few items from Mr. Secretary Dick al conception.”
would
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
jiLo been provided at each end ol the line, be given on oath ; and lor lids much ’• Dr
W
and [hers, on his pre
But when Mr. Van Buren and Mr. Benton
erson’s contingent expense account for 1837.
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
1 be agents will be m attendance during «11 EVANS can conscientiously request confr
mas, ,82,098 56. in tl
(both of whom were on the Committee which
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
2d vol. Repository of Patent Inventions, $8 00 I[ reported the bill to prevent the abuse of this
the business hours, and goods delivered to deuce.
The ike expenses o|
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H. them will be forwarded at the customary rate
2d vol. Southern Literary Messenger,
5 00 patronage of appointment) came into power,
missions are in corres
Other and more conclusive demonstrations
Spear ;
165 00
One-fourth of Audubon’s Birds,
of freight, and without any charge for stor of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile
I they changed their tone, if not their princiPi Session.—‘The
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free age.
55 00 ■ pies. Removals from office immediately folAudubon’s Birds,
I reparations and Aperient Medicines, are
Minii ier was to be red
6 00 , lowed, and they deny any obligation to assign man ;
No. 1, Indian Biography,
From about the middle of June to the submitted by the following important and ex
espee ¡flly
1
that at Mad
York, Alexander Dennett;
5 00 I reasons ! Is it*not strange, too, nay, is it not
North American Review,
middle of August, the Portsmouth will ply traordinary cures effected by their highly
salarrr of $4,500.
York Corner, Samuel Douglass;
6 00 ! mysterious, that, in the conflagration of the
No. 4, Indian Biography,
between Boston and Nahant every Tuesday, medicinal qualities—all of which may be
Pr rctice.— A mints
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
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One No. of American Scenery,
I hursday, and Saturday afternoon.
Post Office, the only papers and files destroy
seen al. Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office/No. ' been > ept at Madrid c
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of
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and
water
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HIl(1 wafer 7, Division street. One or two of these ha
Eato ) is now there
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
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ting public.
Subscriptions to Audubon's Birds of America. office—the very papers which the Postmaster P. M.; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
amotiM. And during
Agent, Portsmouth—WM. S. TULLOCK,
General refused to stiffer the Committees of
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive the
gress •an
r- attempt
wm
Parsonsfield Asa Dolton; North do., Milo Agent, Boston.
Here is a display of the “fashionable litera Investigation to examine ?
thanks of one w ho has been a great sufferer for sev
salari ® of all our forei,
J. Goss ;
ture” in which Mr. Secretary Dickerson in
May 18.
eral years, for the great benefit she has received from
1 said Mr. Van Buren changed his tone on
could 'have anticipated
Cornish, John McLellan ;
dulges himself and his clerks, at the public
the virtues of jour uiesiimal.le Camomile Pills. She
this subject.
I will at once prove it. The
tratio 0 ,^iat proclaimed
has suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tight
Limington, James McArthur;
expense. 1 wish the gentleman from New journal of the Senate shows that he was one
one c (fits most powerf
ness across the siomacli, shortness of breath, and palpi
Waterborough, James Leavett.
York, (Mr. Cumbreleng,) who aided in con ot the Select Committee who reported the bill
WANTED,
tation <>f ihe heart , exercise w ould almost ovi-rcon e
porte I the late Mr. R
cocting the report from which I have just already referred to. He entered the office of
ROM 3 to 500 Cords Oak, Maple and her
Agents for York, Cumberland and Lincoln
; but since usingyour Camomile Tonic Pills, her
the ci 1 of retrenchmer
quoted, would inform us “ what appropriate Secretary of State with the commencement Comities will be supplied hereafter from Mr.
Pitch Pine WOOD, landed at Kenne complaints are removed—she is able to exercise w iihwhat :ie said received
relation” the books and reviews just mentionbunk village, or at the Port, for which a fair
out fatigue, and she is happy to say can now enjoy
of General Jackson’s Administration.
One S. FI. Colesworthy, Portland.
“ the !>arty :”)
life comfortably again.
tioned have “ to the naval service ?” But,
price
will
be
paid.
PORTER
HALL.
JOHN O. LANGLEY,
of his first official acts was the removal of a
Airs. C. 1 HORNTON, 84, Third st. N. Y.
what means the item “one-fourth of Audu
Kennebunk, July 13, 1838.
“Si long as metnhei
meritorious clerk from his office in that De Only authorized travelling Agent for the
Newark, July 18. 183^.-Dear. Sir-For 4 years f
of thii
bon’s Birds ?”
Why, sir, I understand that
thuiHoHse only or <•
State of Maine.
partment, and a positive refusal to assign any
have been so unwell that 1 was unable to attend tv
cc'ringt
neither of the four Secretaries being willing
"lg(. and duck, an
Kennebunk, Feb. 10, 1838.
if.
reasons for it ! The gentleman removed is
my business, and Ibr the Iasi 4 or 5 months w as confin
t‘
“ to take the responsibility,” “as a unit,” they
7 at a pinching,
ed to my loom ; my complaints were rheumatism, pains
now a Merrfberof this House. (Mr. Slade of
hand t a pinching von
agreed to divide it ! The cost to the People
in my stomach, ii.digestion and loss of appetite, with
Regular
Packet
Vermont,) and the voice of the People has
coiiiinual
pain
and
dizziness
in
my
bead
;
1
used
differ

i
ces,
I
rjpHE subscriber having contracted with
is the same ; it all comes from the “public
BETWEEN
W>'1 conset
sustained him whom the despotism of Ex
coffers.” And the mode of doing the thing
the town of Kennebunk, to support ent kinds of medicine without effect, until 1 commenced i ry att. 'H16'1 to them. 1
ecutive patronage sought to destroy.
KENNEBUNK
&
BOSTON.
taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pills;
proves that the Secretaries felt that its expe
the poor of said town for one year, hereby their beneficial effects upon me astonish all who knew ; live a 'St. Petersburgh
The manner in which this patronage is arjMIEnew and substantial, fast gives notice, that he has made suitable pro my situation, hi a few days 1 shall be at your office ! ing th' ,e is very expeil
diency and propriety were questionable. I
bused, and the readiness and almost tele
A
sailing schooner, Jane vision for them, and hereby forbids all per to express my gratitude to yon in person. In the sent t etn there ? y
have read somewhere, perhaps in Sterne’s
graphic despatch with which the wires of
sir ? IVere ihey’ uk,
Bourne, Joshua Perkins master, sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers mean time 1 subscribe myself jour obedient servant,
works, an incident which most happily illus
parly machinery are felt throughout and from
..
B. 8. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.
Towe [hill, knocked
will run as a regular packet be of said town on his account or on account of
trates this transaction. As 1 recollect the
Dr. Wm. Evans.
the most distant parts of the Union, may be tween
chuck d on board of
glory, the Abbess of AnduiHets, and Margathe
town,
as
ho
will
pay
no
bill
for
their
imagined after reading this laconic note,
He therefore need only add that bis they
retta, a novice, made a little journey together
KENNEBUNK & BOSTON
¡'1st take the
support.
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
written by Mr. Van Buren, soon after enter
CAMOMILE 'IONIC PILLS, together with
His M !lesty was please
in a vehicle drawn by mules. As the eve
Kennebunk,
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1,
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throughout
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ing on the duties of Secretary of State, to a
his
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ning approached, they were deserted by their
Nov 1 appeal to y01
EVERY WEEK,
gentleman in Louisiana:
PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail, moral
muleteer, when ascending a hill. The mules
wind and weather permitting.
Application of
at
No,
7.
Division
st.
near
Chatham
square,
“ Washington, Aprit. 20, 1829.
TWAMBLY & SMITH,
presently’ became stubborn, and stopped.—
been
For freight or passage, having good accom
New York, and of his authorised agents in House astlyfelt “¡n C<
“ My dear Sir: I have the honor of ac
The travellers were greatly alarmed, and, in
modations, apply to the Captain on board, or
PPOSITE the Stage House, Maine town and country.
W or chiefly,
their dilemma, the novice said that there were knowledging the receipt of your letter of the Oliver Bourne at Kennebunk-port.
ment t !d ^orm Admit
Street, Saco, have just received a new
J.
H.
JONES
comer
of
Middle
and
Union
two certain words which, she had been told, 21st ult. and of informing you that the remov
June 23, 1838.
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stock of GOODS, consisting of Watches,
streets, Porthutd. Agent for State of Maine, The c< lter P^cept of t
would force these animals on the moment als and appointments you recommended were
Knee lho^h]
Jewelry, Looking Glasses, Hard and Hollow where persons may apply for sub-Agencies.
made
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the
day
your
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received.
they heard them : but then the words were
Violin Strings,
pointir ' and compens,
Ware, Brittania Ware, Cutlery, Joiners’
“
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your
friend,
&c.
Sole
Agents,
Daniel
Remieh,
Kennebunk
j
sinful. The novice was urged, and she gent
OR sale by
Tools, and Fancy Goods, which, with their James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase, Nj patche .ie 10
“ M. VAN BUREN.”
ly whispered the words “ bouger” and “ fou
D. REMICH.
former stock, are offered lor sale at fair prices. Yarmouth; Nathan Reynolds, Lewiston 5 degem '"le wo a sped
[To bo continued.]
ler.” The Abbess, in her distress, turned
Kennebunk, July 28, 1838.
N. B. A splendid stock of Silver Spoons Joseph Griffin, Brunswick ; Palmer & Wash short o
'Mvenient
casuist, and said they were only a venial or
»es abi >ad to travel for >
constantly on hand.
burn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell; ®r instt j'
slight sin, which might he divided ; and by
110», out Of the
FI1¥E SALT.
Watches, Time Pieces, Music Boxes, Ac Moses Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Miller, Old
JEREMIAH BRADBURY,
taking half, and leaving the rest, or by taking
EE gOi BAGS Blown Salt for sale by the , cordions, &c. repaired,
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vicunseu and
ami war
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&
That»
COUNSELLOR AND ATTORNEY AT LAW,
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&
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;
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& Co.
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self and another person, would become
casset
;
Henry
Hyde,
Ba lb,
diluted into no sin at all! Therefore, my
July 17,1838.
August 2,1838.
I
May 8,1838.
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